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INDUSTRY IMPROVEMENTS

Transition to
better things
Standards of transparency
have improved dramatically
while technological and market
developments have enhanced
services

T

here is absolutely no doubt that the
services transition managers (TMs) provide
have improved out of all recognition over
the past decade. While one may expect all of
the providers to espouse such a view, it is also
the opinion of all the clients, consultants and
specialist advisers interviewed for this guide.
Improvements have been made as a result of
tightening market regulation as well as industry
initiatives and client demand. “Regulation has
considerably changed the landscape of financial
markets for the better,” says Craig Blackbourn,
head of transition management (EMEA),
Northern Trust.
Regulation has definitely created a focus
on transparency, says Rosanna Menta-Willis,
director, investments, Willis Towers Watson.
“Transparency is what we are trying to achieve
– and what the regulatory bodies are trying to
achieve – to minimise risk. Regulations such
Dodd-Frank and Mifid mean there is much more
impetus for documentation. It’s been challenging
but the industry is moving in the right direction.”
TMs now disclose far more than they ever have.
“They record all revenues received [to the wider
organisation], provide transparency into their
compliance and allow third-party auditing of
processes and procedures from an operational
risk perspective,” she adds.
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In 2014 the UK Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) conducted a thematic review and
provided advice to the industry. This helped
focused attention of the industry and, while the
number of TMs has since roughly since halved,
the quality of the industry has markedly gone up.

COMPLIANCE
The trades of TMs can be audited at multiple
levels. The wider bank or asset manager will
want to ensure that no regulation or client
contract is breached – mainly because it is
the right thing to do but also to avoid legal
challenges and reputational damage. For it to be
meaningful, checks have to be independent.
It is common practice to audit internally, but
independently and outside of the transition
team, says Menta-Willis. “Not only in terms of
external audit agencies coming in but more
importantly individuals from outside of the
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TM practice – from a totally separate entity –
being responsible for entering things such as
commission rates or doing compliance checks,
as a means of ensuring that procedures are
being adhered to. The trend has overwhelmingly
been to move in that direction.”
Artour Samsonov, head of transition
management (EMEA), Citi, says: “A lot of the
processes are internal so we don’t publish them
but if a client comes in to do due diligence we
are open with them and explain how things work.
It’s important that clients feel comfortable.”
Banks, as well as asset managers, have made
big expenditures on compliance across their
firms. Clients can take comfort that compliance
is integral to processes and controls and is
performing an oversight function. It is something
that can be investigated in the due diligence
process before selecting a TM.
Blackbourn says: “There is a lot more focus on

the first line of defence, compliance. Historically,
compliance was at the back of people’s minds –
now it’s front and centre. It’s part of the dayto-day processes,
sits on the same
“Historically,
floor and its work
compliance was is not done as an
afterthought.”
at the back of
Some people still
people’s minds
think of compliance
– now it’s front
as post-event
and centre”
oversight. “The
Craig Blackbourn,
reality is that
Northern Trust
compliance is doing
checks and validation
of the data – the sources and collation of price
information data – at a granular level of detail,
upfront, before quotes go out to clients,” says
Blackbourn.
Surveillance takes place across all market
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transaction activity and, post-event, compliance
makes sure that the revenue collected has been
reported back to the client accurately.
“Compliance makes sure there is that oversight
and transparency
and there is a
“Most
level of granularity
noticeable
that everyone is
changes in TM
comfortable with,
lately were
that the controls,
driven by the
processes and
technology and measures are being
adhered to,” he says.
tools that our
“It’s very much what
TMs have at
their fingertips” clients are looking for
– comfort, assurance
Cyril Vidal,
and oversight.”
Goldman Sachs
Samsonov adds:
International
“Control functions
– such as legal
and compliance – used to be seen as business
inhibitors. They were extraneous relationships
where they were looking over your shoulder.
Now, people are much more open. It is definitely
the right approach to take. It’s about accepting
personal responsibility. You want these functions
to be involved and to be on the same side as
them, so you are protected under the umbrella
of the organisation.”

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Within TMs, the onus on the individual is far
greater than it has ever been. They are effectively
certified persons under the regulatory regime.
In the UK, for example, each year individuals
are tested for their suitability for the role they
are fulfilling. This involves background checks
and screening by authorities, as well as rules
on holding external company directorships to
prevent conflicts of interest.
“It’s not just about how people are performing
in their roles, but their conduct outside the
organisation,” says Blackbourn. “We all hear the
news stories about individuals jumping barriers
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at train stations – these things have a bearing
under the certified persons regime. All this feeds
into whether they are fit and proper.”
Menta-Willis adds: “A lot of providers have
made significant changes to the controls that
they have in place. There has also been a move
to automate a lot of systems, from manual-entry,
where it was easier to manipulate things.
“This is a move in the right direction but there is
still a level of risk with regards to the individuals
behind those processes. At the end of the day, if
two people collude something can still go wrong
– but it would be far more challenging.”

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
TMs have conflicts of interest with their clients as
their affiliated businesses can gain an advantage
from information or trading flows relating to
transition events, according to Steve Webster,
senior adviser, MJ Hudson Allenbridge.
“Transition businesses are inherently conflicted,”
he says. “How they manage these conflicts is
more relevant than simply stating that they
don’t exist. Broadly, TMs should be disclosing
all revenues – including cost savings – being
made by them and their affiliates, relating to the
transition event.”
Banks stand to make money from the fees
charged to other clients through executing the
transition, whereas asset managers potentially
gain reduced trading costs. There is nothing
wrong with the wider organisation making
money – as long as all such advantages are
disclosed and conflicts dealt with.
Webster says the control structure should
involve three lines: business controls and
practices; firm or management risk controls; and
independent audits and reviews.
Says Samsonov: “There is an onion structure
where there are multiple checks and balances
along the way internally, which allows the
independent reviews that firms have lacked in
the past.”
Graham Dixon, director of transitions, Inalytics,
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Liquidity at the close
The wall of money chasing passive index
funds and ETFs is radically changing the way
markets operate. Almost all passive funds are
benchmarked and therefore traded at market-onclose. Statistics are muddled on this, according
to Webster, but generally closing auctions, which
determine the closing price, have doubled in size
over the past eight years.
The shift in liquidity has an implication for the
calculation of implementation shortfall (IS), a
measure of cost based on the previous close.
If a client is looking for IS, it would either face
higher trading costs in the morning, due to lower
liquidity, or wait a whole trading day for the
following close.
“The practical implications for TMs are many,”
says Webster. “For a TM this could be good
and bad. The typical benchmark against which
transitions are measured has become more
reliable because it represents greater volume.
But, if more volume if now being executed at
the end of the day, TMs could be forced to wait
longer to complete their transitions and then,
when they get to the close, will be attempting
to manage a balance of buys and sells in a more
volatile auction process.”
The trend is most pronounced in US, according
to Nick Bonn, global head of portfolio solutions,

State Street. “Over the last five years we have
seen a big increase in the amount of trading at
the close, which has caused the TM industry to
respond.”
More and more providers are doing market-onclose transitions, which is logical but means costs
are very hard to quantify. For intraday trading
the impact is more apparent – for market-atclose you have to look to the snapback, the price
movement the next morning, to see the impact,
according to Bonn.
“We are concerned there is too much emphasis
on trading on the close. We have done quite a
bit of research on liquidity and susceptibility to
market impact on the close. We have strict limits
on the amount of flow we will put on the close.
It’s hard to quantify, but we know it’s there.”
Chris Adolph, head of transition management
(EMEA), Russell Investments says: “Sometimes
you have to step back and not be rigid about
a benchmark – and think what is right for the
client. If it can all be done at a single point in
time and is, for example, matching pooled fund
activity on the other side, why would you wait
till the following day just so you can measure
it to a particular measure? It might be the best
thing to do – but you might not get the same
transparency.”

says there are two current areas of focus in the
area of conflicts of interest. It emerged that TMs
are under no regulatory obligation to disclose
mark-ups or mark-downs. The second was that
anything that has been stated up until the contract
is agreed cannot explicitly be relied upon.
“Clients expect that mark-ups are fully
disclosed and if they issue an RFI or RFP they
can rely on those answers. These are the key
issues now and both of those will be handled in
the contracts that clients insist are put in place.
There will be much firmer wording on markups
because it seems the US regulations allow them
without being disclosed. And, you can expect
the transition management agreement (TMA)

will refer to all documentation that has been
exchanged – and that it can be explicitly relied
upon.
“There was a belief that if you felt that
something the TM told you was important you
should have included it in the TMA. If you didn’t,
you were either negligent or you didn’t care
about that particular aspect. That gap has to be
closed. Any good lawyer is going to make sure
those two avenues are closed off.”
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TECHNOLOGY
Technology has revolutionised financial services
and TM is no exception. Each TM will have its
own technological systems and it is recognised
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as a differentiator between providers.
One differentiator is the robustness of the
systems they utilise for controls, says MentaWiillis. “Only certain individuals should be
allowed to access to certain screens, which
prohibits information being used inappropriately.
Another positive is how integrated systems are
internally.”
Cyril Vidal, head of portfolio transition solutions
at Goldman Sachs International, says: “Most
noticeable changes in TM lately were driven
by the technology and tools that our TMs have
at their fingertips at all stages of the process.
These include pre-trade tools that decompose
basket risks, execution with portfolio algorithms
that optimise between overall execution risk and
market impact, and, post-trade, more granular
execution data to measure performance for each
liquidity venue”.

Blackbourn adds: “The market has come such
a long way – everything is done via straight
through processing (STP), automatic, and that
gives clients comfort. The scope for manipulation
has been significantly reduced.”
Advances to fixed income trading technology
and platforms have been a very long time
coming, says Webster. “The shape of bond
markets is changing. While new technology
has allowed much greater automation of bond
execution, the lack of bank capital still proves a
challenge for TMs who are constrained by time
and balancing risk.
“Let’s not forget that finding a natural
buyer or seller is easier when there are fewer
investment choices – such as in the shrinking
equity market – and more difficult when there is
greater choice – such as in the ballooning bond
market.”

IMPROVEMENTS: CASE STUDY

Back to business
A pension scheme that had experienced problems in the past recognises the
industry has improved
The chief investment officer of a large pension scheme has a huge amount of experience
of TM. His scheme experienced problems with transitions a long time ago but these were
resolved and improvements to working practices have meant he is comfortable using their
services.
The extent of help required will depend on the importance of the transition balanced against
the fees charged for services.
“When we do transitions, we will either monitor it internally or with the assistance of a
specialist, which then manages the oversight of the transition,” he says. “Depending on your
people and resources, you could oversee it yourself unless you get into very complex large
ones that justifies the cost, frankly, of a transition specialist.”
He advises users of TM services to make sure there is no scope for disagreement. “You just
need to make sure it’s done on the best terms that you can,” he says. “Make sure what you get
at the end is what you should, what’s been taken out is expected and that you are happy with
everything.”
He notes that regulation and initiatives across financial services has increased transparency
into fees and charges and lowered costs generally. “I think it’s been tidied up enormously.”
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The big decision
An appropriately rigorous level of due diligence will ensure the
selection of the most suitable TM for each unique transition

T

he due diligence process determines which
transition manager (TM) will be selected
to protect your interests and look after
your assets. As the asset owner or manager
is only considering a transition event because
performance is at the heart of what they are
trying to achieve, selecting the TM that delivers
most efficiently and effectively is crucial.
Graham Dixon, director of transitions, Inalytics,
says: “There is a good case for you doing the
same amount of
due diligence that
“There is no
you would on a new
doubt that
asset manager –
consultants
but I am not sure
add impartial
that is happening
guidance to
generally. It’s for
help their
an understandable
clients navigate reason. You spend a
where TMs have lot of time deciding
strengths and
what to do, then
weaknesses”
you are straight into
implementation and
Craig Blackbourn,
in a hurry.
Northern Trust
“When we
conduct due diligence we find out an awful
lot. It can greatly alter which TM we want
for the assignment. You can really get to the
competitive advantages of the firms.”
If you are changing a significant proportion
of your portfolio it becomes absolutely vital
to get the process right, even for a one-off
event, according to Andy Gilbert, head of client
strategy EMEA, BlackRock.“If you don’t get
this right at the start you are probably going to
revisit it. I can only encourage clients to put in as

much as they can to get it right.”
Tim Gula, portfolio transition solutions at
Goldman Sachs International says: “Due diligence
is the first and arguably most important step
in the transition process as it sets the tone for
the rest of the event. It’s important that clients
provide detailed feedback to TMs at each step
of the process, so as to allow providers to learn
and be better equipped to serve the client and
industry.”
David Goodman, managing director, head of
transition management (EMEA), Macquarie
Group, advises his potential clients to “delve very
deeply into the processes” that effect the overall
project. “The most important thing is whether
the provider can fit into their project. The TM
is just one, albeit very important, cog of many
turning at the same time. It’s important to have
strong interoperability.”
Steve Webster, senior adviser, MJ Hudson
Allenbridge adds: “Due diligence is pretty tough
for an asset owner to manage. It’s not dissimilar
to that done on investment managers – and
more difficult because TM events are sporadic
and the subject is a bit technical and niche.”

STARTING THE PROCESS
At the very start, it is essential to decide what
you are looking for from the transition. Says
Gilbert: “Before you embark on due diligence it is
very important to set out your criteria. What is it
you are really looking for? How will you separate
a good response from a poor one? The criteria
are almost as important as the questions.”
One client may have a large volume of assets to
transition and therefore look for big team while
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another may require specialist
market knowledge. “In many
instances, clients engage us from
the very beginning,” says Rosanna
Menta-Willis, director, investments,
Willis Towers Watson. “When they
know there will be a transition, we
evaluate whether it make sense to
engage a TM, whether they would
add value and quantify what that
value really is.”
There are many different
approaches to due diligence but
all have several stages in common.
Initially, there is the creation of a
long-list of plausible providers.
Then the real work starts with the
questionnaire-based request for
proposal (RFP) process, which
is used to screen the longlist to
a shortlist. A TM may be given
around three weeks to complete
the RFP questionnaire.
In the RFP “some have 50
questions and others have
350,” says Chris Adolph, head
of transition management (EMEA), Russell
Investments. A shorter, focused TM questionnaire
maybe accompanied by a separate questionnaire
that covers the broader legal entity – but often it
all gets rolled into one. “A flexible due diligence
structure means they can just focus on what is
important for TM.”
Beyond the questionnaire, Gilbert suggests
setting the TMs a hypothetical transition to
solve, providing a pre-trade analysis to evaluate:
“You get closer to the heart of how the manager
operates.”

SITE VISITS
Once you have a shortlist it is time to take
a more qualitative approach. “Site visits are
absolutely crucial. It starts to really inform you
and bring the RFP to life – the size and the depth
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of the team, the technology, the dealing process
and its capabilities,” says Gilbert.
Every site visit includes meeting the transition
team – but it need not stop there. Goldman
Sachs International’s Gula says: “Meetings should
go beyond just meeting with the executing
transition team. Clients should interact with
the wider team – which could include legal,
compliance and technology – since this is where
a significant proportion of the value comes
from.”
The biggest difference between clients is
the amount of time they spend with the TM,
says Adolph. “There aren’t that many TMs so it
wouldn’t take that long to do even fairly in-depth
due diligence of all the managers. Firms change
and people move around – but it’s not difficult to
do an update on an annual basis.”
Rather than doing the full due diligence

DUE DILIGENCE

process every three years it
is more effective to ask for
an update with perhaps a
dozen questions each year,
he says. “It highlights change
and throws up questions. It
makes it easier for advisers
and clients to keep on top of
everything.”
Due diligence should be
an ongoing conversation
between clients and providers,
according to Goodman. “For
a tri-annual full review to be
effective, there should be an
ongoing conversation about
issues as they come up and
about best practice. It should
not just be in response to a
client enquiry.”

APPROPRIATE EFFORT
The difficulty of a transition
will determine the appropriate
level of detail to go into. For
straightforward, short-duration
exercises calling on a TM from a standing panel
may be sufficient.
However, as Dixon says: “For a large exercise
with lots of nuances you are probably really
interested in the individuals within a firm that will
be assigned to the project, and the experience
the firm has with similar projects. When it’s far
more specific, we would definitely go in and do
due diligence on a shortlist before going with an
appointment.”
Consultants and clients are likely to have
certain providers in mind. “On their bench they
will have a specialist – one particularly good
with say derivatives or unitised funds, or provide
caretaker management or interim custody – due
to what they have worked on in the past. You
only find these things out by doing proper due
diligence.”

MULTI-PRONGED APPROACH
Due diligence should cover every factor that is
important for the transition under consideration.
“We evaluate providers on an individual and
relative basis – it’s a combination of everything,”
says Menta-Willis. “We’re looking for dedicated
transition professionals, a presence dedicated
to TM, an alignment of interests and that the
business is viable.”
Hamza Farrukh, portfolio transition solutions
at Goldman Sachs International, says: “Clients
understand that an effective TM service is an
amalgamation of experienced brokerage access
and extensive operations, technology and
project management systems and staff. High
volumes common to a transition project require
coordination across multiple stakeholders,
internal and external, where institutional memory
and experience are important and there are high
barriers to entry.”
There is always lots of discussion around
compliance and systems, says Damian Hoult,
co-founder and CEO of BGA. “In reality it’s
impossible for a consultant to understand the
intricacies and interdependencies of all the
systems, many proprietary, that are used in
the course of transition. Time is better spent
understanding each TM’s processes and
workflows. This also enables comparisons
between TMs to be made on a similar basis.”
The control environment protects the interests
of the client. Says Hoult: “To protect against
information leakage, it’s critical that orders
and executions are visible to the TM team, but
only selectively visible outside. This can be a
challenge in a global context where multiple
desks or third-party providers are involved.”

FIXED INCOME
Dixon says that three attributes are of
paramount importance: the TM team; the
system(s) that supports the project manager
and traders (see technology box); and how it
approaches fixed income.
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The critical factor in fixed income is being able
models and assumptions in their analysis, it can
to access as much of the market as possible –
make it difficult to compare attributes on a likeand there can be big differences between TMs.
for-like basis. At BGA, we evaluate each TM’s
Lower levels of fixed income inventory is held
track record, looking at the standard deviation
by banks, due to its regulatory capital cost, so
of acheived performance versus their pre-trade
liquidity is scarcer than in the past.
expectations and BGA’s pre-trade model. Using a
Dixon says: “When the leaders in fixed income
consistent methodology across multiple factors
transitions are given a legacy
enables us to compare a TM’s
and target portfolio they
ability and performance against
“If you don’t get this its peers by trade type and
know how much can be done
right at the start you trade difficulty.”
immediately, within a week and
are probably going
how they are going to approach
There are a number of key
to revisit it”
the longer tail that will take time
metrics: the specific asset class,
to unwind.”
how many events, how far on
Andy Gilbert, BlackRock
Blackbourn adds: “With the
average they were away from
fragmentation of fixed income
the mean, the average risk and
liquidity, being able to call upon a vast array
the proportion of events outside one standard
of liquidity providers and having access to the
deviation from the mean.
right platforms and technology to manage that
Adolph says: “The key measure is how TMs
execution is paramount.”
have done relative to their estimates. It needs to
be two-sided – say 50 global-to-global equity
TRACK RECORDS
events – so you get a feel for how they perform
All TMs will supply their track records for clients
in global equities. How many are within one
and advisers to analyse, but the usefulness
standard deviation, or two standard deviations?
of data varies. “You can look at processes
“TM is a risk management process. If a TM has a
and systems – that is all well and good,” says
track record it is a huge comfort for clients. Track
Adolph. “But if they don’t get results in line with
records should be the first thing that clients
expectations it really does not matter.”
ask about. If a TM can’t provide a track record,
The critical factor is being able to compare likeor doesn’t want to, why would you use that
with-like. Track records not only need to cover
manager?”
the same asset class and markets – but also
ROLE OF CONSULTANTS
take into account whether there are the same
Not every consultant proactively does due
liquidity challenges, tracking error issues and
diligence on the TM industry, although the larger
other factors.
ones will have at least one dedicated person
In 2017 MJ Hudson Allenbridge conducted a
and can provide the equivalent of a top-three
transition survey. Steve Webster, senior adviser,
buy list. Specialist advisers can help with every
says: “We asked the seven responding TMs
aspect of a transition, from start to finish.
to provide their methodologies for calculating
Consultants can structure the RFP based on
cost and risk estimates. The responses were so
an off-the-shelf template, assist with site visits
varied it is unlikely two proposals could ever be
and help collate information. Adolph adds:
compared on a like-for-like basis.”
“Consultants are absolutely important – they are
Specialist advisers can help by crunching the
the conduit to the client. They understand the
data on a common methodology. Hoult says:
industry and keep abreast of what is changing.”
“Because TMs each use different methodologies,
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Craig Blackbourn, head of
transition management (EMEA),
Northern Trust, says: “There is
no doubt that consultants add
impartial guidance to help their
clients navigate where TMs
have strengths and weaknesses.
They play a vital role in the
selection process.”
Goodman says: “We have
ongoing dialogue with all
the consultants. We want to
tell them about the things
happening in our business and
get their thoughts on how
we can improve, fresh from
what’s out there in the market.
It’s an important two-way
relationship.”
References from clients
that have undergone similar
transition events can also
be useful. “An independent
person who has been through
a transition can be very, very
powerful in helping you choose
who to use,” says Gilbert. “Get
independent references from
other asset owners – even just
to reassure you of the choices
you are making.”

PANELS

Technology
TMs should ideally use a specialist, holistic system that
enables them to move seamlessly across execution, settlement
and risk. It is especially important for complicated transitions.
TM is a digital business, so there will be a greater emphasis
on systems, infrastructure and technology, according to
Gula. “Given the evolutionary nature of technology, the due
diligence process has to be well thought out and updated
regularly so as to stay relevant to the current transition and
technological landscape.”
Blackbourn, says: “Without doubt, technology, at both the
front and back end, has a huge part to play. Standing still
means you will fall behind – TMs need to invest to stay ahead.
You can do a stellar job on execution but if your back-end
operational processes fall apart and you have issues with the
custodians that is the thing the client will remember.”
Goodman adds: “It’s an important part of the process that
a client does a full walkthrough of a transaction. Talking in a
boardroom about what systems do, taking it on face value, is
not enough. You need to see it in front of you.”
Most TMs tick most technology boxes but not all of them
control every function directly and some are less automated
and connected than others, says Webster. “Ideally you would
want a systematic approach to all of these activities and for
them to all be seamlessly connected.”
Hoult adds: “Once transition portfolios are loaded to the
TM’s platform, there should never be a need for manual data
entry. Keystroke errors can have devastating consequences.
It’s critical to understand the flow between the TM system,
their OMS, and middle/back office through to custodians.
Each day trades and holdings should be reconciled with the
custodian, and any mismatch addressed. The TM’s compliance
department should have visibility of the process.”

Institutional investors that
undertake a significant amount
of transition activity often
maintain a standing panel of TMs to choose from
as and when transitions become required.
“A panel can help you get to know different
providers and business models while creating
healthy debate and competition,” says Gilbert.
“But you need to devote time and energy
to keep it up-to-date. If you don’t need a
TM frequently, a panel potentially becomes
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burdensome.”
Goodman adds: “If you were merging a
pension fund with another one in another
country, or streamlining your complete product
offering – something you do every ten years –
then you might go out and look for a unique
capability suited to the event rather than turn to
the panel.”

DUE DILIGENCE: CASE STUDY

An independent
approach
A leading independent pension scheme trustee for multiple funds
discusses his approach to due diligence

R

ichard Butcher, managing director of independent pension scheme trustee firm PTL, says the
appropriate approach to due diligence is different for each pension scheme. “It depends on
the objectives of the trustees, what they are trying to achieve. But you should certainly do due
diligence on transition managers.”
The internal investment consultant typically drives the conversation, he says, rather than the trustee
board. The fund will often use the consultant to aid due diligence “because you know them, trust
them and they have a track record of being able to do these things”.
As transitions are a process of moving money it’s within the investment committee and consultant’s
remit to minimise costs. “The process becomes complex because you are trying to mitigate potential
downsides from the transition.”
The pre-agreed objectives then shape the process. “What is it that we want to achieve? And, which
party is most likely to help us achieve that? Each TM will have different strengths and weaknesses
– what is the strength that you are looking for? You then set about finding the manager that best
delivers that strength.”
He says all schemes need to do general due diligence on providers, covering areas such as their
commitment to the business, track record and success rate.
A fundamental issue underpins the process: “Is the TM going to be handling my money? Is our
money going to flush through its accounts? And, if the TM is not handling your money, will it have the
ability to authorise the movement of money? You are most exposed to risk in those areas – so you
would principally look to do due diligence with respect to these areas.”

DECISION TIME
Once the investigative process has been completed a decision needs to be reached based on the
accumulated evidence. There is one over-riding factor says Butcher: “It’s all about value for money – a
balance of cost versus benefit. Costs are, of course, an important component.”
If the best TM is also the most expensive you then need to make a value for money judgement, says
Butcher. “Could you go for the second most successful in the field? If it means you are paying a little
bit less it could improve value for money.”
He says that following this process means he has never experienced significant problems: “Nothing
major, but you always get minor glitches”.
Glitches typically occur due to imperfect communication. “Either because we failed to spec out
exactly what it is that we want – so the TM didn’t know they were supposed to be delivering against it
– or they have misunderstood the brief or instructions we have given them. But, invariably, we resolve
those issues quite quickly.”
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Perfect
timing
Interim solutions are increasingly being used
in situations ranging from protracted manager
replacements to building ESG portfolios

I

nterim solutions can be applied whenever
it is not possible or desirable to conclude a
transition immediately. The transition manager
(TM) takes over the assets from the legacy
manager and looks after them for up to a year
before handing them to the target manager. It
can be called upon for a multitude of reasons.
“If the client is in midst of a complex transition
– with lots of moving parts or managers being
sacked and new ones coming in – it may not
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have things lined up perfectly,” says Nick Bonn,
global head of portfolio solutions, State Street.
“Perhaps negotiations with a new manager are
slow or a manager has blown up.”
Tim Gula, portfolio transition solutions at
Goldman Sachs International, says he has seen
continued interest in interim solutions and
his firm has expanded its offering in this area.
Interim solutions can consist of optimised futures
baskets, low-touch physical equity portfolios

INTERIM SOLUTIONS

and ETFs. “It can often be a prerequisite for a
transition mandate – questions around interim
solutions are more frequently being given
greater weighting,” he says.
Solutions can be in place for a couple of weeks,
to months or even more than a year, depending
on what the client is trying to achieve.
Artour Samsonov, head of transition
management (EMEA), Citi, says: “Demand
primarily arises from clients’ desire to reduce

costs. It’s particularly relevant in multi-manager
restructures as there are more moving pieces. It’s
a useful service for clients when they need it.”
There are three major types of interim
solutions: rebalancing and interim beta; tactical
asset allocation shifts; and liability and liquidity
management.

REBALANCING AND INTERIM BETA
Rebalancing and interim beta solutions are
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primarily used to maintain liquid market
exposure when there is a delay to the
implementation of new manager, but can be
used to provide beta exposure for any reason.
“Occasionally, something we hear is ‘my
star fund manger has just walked out’,” says
Justine Anderson, global head of transition
management, BlackRock. “The client knows
other investors will be taking money out of the
fund and wants to act immediately – but they
don’t yet know who they want to appoint as the
new manager.”
Another common situation is for an investor to
make the strategic decision to reallocate from
active to passive and wants to immediately
remove the active risk. The TM can take the
active risk out of the portfolio while it selects the
passive managers, which could take a week or
several months.
Samsonov adds: “TMs can play a useful part
when investment management agreement (IMA)
discussions are delayed. We have seen more
demand due to the increase in legal scrutiny of
contracts between clients and managers.”
It is most common for the client to want the
interim solution to approximate the target
exposure, to the extent
it is known. However, an
“If the client
asset owner may want
is in midst of to maintain an existing
a complex
exposure but just alter
transition it
certain aspects.
may not have
“If the client is moving
from an active portfolio
things lined
up perfectly” to a custom passive
benchmark they may
Nick Bonn,
wish to remain active
State Street
while reducing a specific
risk,” says Anderson.
“What you don’t want to do in the interim period
is trade to a target that then changes. It’s all
about making an efficient and effective change.”
It’s very expensive to go from active to passive
and then passive back to active, according to
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Chris Adolph, head of transition management
(EMEA), Russell Investments. It’s better to dial
down the risk, monitor it and transition directly
into the new portfolio.
“We may take off some manager-specific risk
to dial down the tracking error,” says Adolph. “It
may take quite a few iterations – the more you
reduce the tracking error to passive the more
turnover you have.
And then you will
“It’s all about
have turnover during
making an
the transition. There
efficient and
is a trade off between
effective
how much turnover,
and therefore cost,
change”
you are prepared to
Justine Anderson,
accept. We typically
BlackRock
reduce those names
with the most stockspecific risk to get a more balanced portfolio.”
For some mandates it can take quite a bit of
time to line everything up. “It could be a multimanager, multi-benchmark implementation
assignment,” says Daniel Morgan, senior
managing director, State Street.
“The key is to design an implementation plan
that works based on the characteristics of the
underlying investment instruments. The interim
desk does not take a cookie-cutter approach.”

TACTICAL ASSET ALLOCATION
Institutional investors that wish to change
their strategy to take advantage of specific
market conditions more quickly than physically
reallocating allows can implement a tactical
asset allocation shift.
Clients are moving away from frequent physical
rebalancing transitions, according to Craig
Blackbourn, head of transition management
(EMEA), Northern Trust, towards larger periodic
events. “Client events are definitely less frequent
– but when they do come to a transition they
are larger and more complex. They try to do
everything at one point in time. The big-bang

To
clarity

From
uncertainty

Event Shortfall – Investment Risk Clarified
When reallocating assets, how do you manage the significant risks that
can come from unintended delays between decision and implementation?
While few pension funds have the tools to address this challenge,
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and secure
the success
transition
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assets. from State Street, developed
by analysing 6,000 transitions executed over 9 years – seeks to provide clarity
on the risks and costs that can occur. Our interim exposure management
services can help you mitigate the risks and costs identified by Event Shortfall
and secure the success of the transition of your assets.
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approach is definitely a trend.”
If a portfolio has deviated from its strategic
allocation an interim solution can be applied
to rebalance at the portfolio level instead of
churning physical assets.
For example, a dislocation may occur due to
US equities outperforming European ones. “For
a simple over/underweight you could sell US
futures and buy European futures to maintain
the overall global equity allocation,” says
Blackbourn, noting the same logic applies to
equities versus bonds.
There are lots of other drivers of tactical
reallocations, including external trigger points

being struck – such as a pension scheme
hitting a certain funding level.

LIABILITY AND LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT
Liability and liquidity management interim
solutions help investors avoid disruption to
actively managed portfolios while meeting the
need to raise cash. Liquidity sleeves are used
for this purpose. “It’s a solution to satisfy shortterm cash needs – you can use futures, ETFs or
any other delta one product for a part of the
portfolio,” says Samsonov.
“In liquidity sleeves, you have the potential to
have a lot of cash available while maintaining

ESG investing

A

major trend among institutional investors
is to invest according to environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors. It
essentially combines a traditional investment
approach with ESG insights, with the aim of
mitigating risk and enhancing long-term returns.
“There’s no doubt about it, more and more
clients are looking at screening of portfolios for
ESG,” says Blackbourn.
ESG is now being applied by potentially all
types of institutional investor, well beyond the
charities, endowments and other institutions
with a mandate to do good. Anderson says:
“It’s not specific to a certain geography or
client segment. In some markets it’s becoming
core from a regulatory perspective and many
institutional clients are simply doing it out of a
desire to be ESG compliant.”
While conceptually separate, interim solutions
and ESG are likely to be combined during a
transition. An institutional investor may decide
to implement a portfolio-wide ESG approach but
it would potentially need to transition several
funds. “It is a strong trend, definitely since the
beginning of this year,” says Anderson.
“If the aim is to mitigate risk and enhance
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long-term returns, it’s really
important to be mindful
of preserving portfolio
performance during that
switch. That’s where
TM becomes very
important.”
There are myriad
approaches to ESG.
Most simplistically, a
traditional portfolio
can be screened for
undesirable names.
Thematic ESG involves
a specific objective such
as carbon neutral investing.
Pure ESG entails more involved
optimisation.
These different approaches to ESG have
very different amounts of turnover associated
with them. A screen may take out 10% of the
index while a full ESG approach could turnover
50%.
MJ Hudson Allenbridge’s Webster adds: “At a
practical level, not only are clients surprised by
the level of turnover required when considering

INTERIM SOLUTIONS

“It’s particularly relevant in
multi-manager restructures as
there are more moving pieces”
Artour Samsonov, Citi
market exposure,” says Anderson. “The growth
of ETFs in recent years has meant more
institutional clients are looking at them as a
solution for managing cash. They get market
exposure – but the assets are quick and easy to
liquidate as and when they need the cash flow.”
Defined benefit (DB) pension funds are a major
user of liquidity sleeves, as they have regular
a change, to say a low carbon
investment, but also may in danger
of chasing stocks which are
overbought.”
For the TM it is really
an operational task, an
extra layer of checking
required for assets that
clients cannot or do
not want to hold. “In an
interim exercise, ESG
is definitely something
that may come into
buying a basket, says
Blackbourn. “As TMs are
non-discretionary we’re not
deciding what to buy and
sell – so clients have to give us
visibility into prohibited assets.”
Samsonov adds: “The investment
restrictions mean you could argue there
is greater market and sector risk. How do you
manage the risk if the client is going from a
passive mandate to an ESG mandate? It creates
one-sided, or sector, shifts that you need to
address.”
The role of ETFs is likely to be more prominent
for ESG-based transitions. ESG-screened ETFs

benefits to pay. Rather than remaining invested
and generating cash on a quarterly basis –
which is disruptive to long-term investment
management – they generate cash on a periodic
basis while maintaining market exposure through
a liquidity sleeve.
Adolph says TMs can alleviate the burden,
especially as DB members are increasingly taking
cash lump sums that lower future pensions
payments and make cashflow management even
more onerous.
“The scheme can project what it needs over a
long period and we can look at how to raise it in
the most cost and risk efficient manner,” he says.
are well established and new products appear
regularly. Sector-based ETFs are also useful.
Adolph says: “Big sector biases might lead to
big sector shifts and these are something that
needs managing from a risk perspective. The
risk profile will be different so that will come out
in the trading strategy.”
However, a significant complication is that
ESG means different things to different people.
It’s rules-based and there are many different
classifications. Clients need to have a clear
understanding of what they are trying to achieve
– there’s not a one-size-fits-all solution.
Adds Webster: “While some broader ESG
benchmarks can be hedged many of the
specialist products have significant tracking
errors to traditional benchmarks, making them
difficult to hedge during transition.”
Transition managers can also be asked to clean
portfolios for prohibited assets. Adolph says:
“During the construction phase, clients have
asked us to run our portfolios through a filter. It’s
very much a quant process – reducing certain
risks and then re-optimising a portfolio.”
Samsonov adds: “Typically, clients are going
into more concentrated portfolios – plucking
out stocks they do not want but also optimising
their portfolio.”
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“We sell assets that are priced right and then fill
in any gaps with a futures overlay. As and when
the cash is needed, we can unwind the futures.”
It is a cost-effective solution, according to
Adolph. “You are able to raise cash in markets
when it is opportunistic as opposed to being
forced to sell on a monthly or quarterly cycle
when it might not be the best time.”
The TM almost becomes an extension of the
pensions team, says Adolph, as time-consuming
tasks that are not required from a pensions
management perspective can be outsourced at a
low incremental cost.

EVENT SHORTFALL
Measuring a transition by event shortfall captures
the full lifecycle of investment change, from
the moment the decision to transition is made.
“Event shortfall provides asset owners with a
much greater insight into the risks involved in
transition, which can justify the use of interim
solutions,” says Steve Webster, senior adviser, MJ
Hudson Allenbridge.
Event shortfall is “top-of-mind not only when
making a case for interim solutions but also
when planning a transition,” according to Gula.
“We often propose phased approaches to
complex transitions, where clients can prioritise
and complete operationally simpler subtransitions and, in effect, reduce event shortfall.
There is a trade-off between event shortfall and
in-kinds – we provide clients with analysis on this
to aid them in their decision-making.”
For all interim solutions, the manager
needs certain tools and platforms to manage
the interim portfolio efficiently. Efficient
management means eliminating cash-drag as
well as meeting tracking error targets and any
other parameters in an optimised way.

INTERIM TOOLS
If the client has segregated assets the interim
solution would be done on a segregated basis.
Synthetic exposure could be provided by a
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variety of beta tools including ETFs, futures,
swaps and options.
These beta tools have the same aim but each
has its own cost structure – over different
holding periods one will make more sense than
the other. Cost-benefit analysis over the likely
holding period reveals the most effective vehicle.
“For a short period such as two weeks a fund
would be very costly while a futures overlay
might be very efficient,” says Anderson. “For
much longer periods being in a co-mingled
vehicle might make more sense.”
Adds Blackbourn: “It’s about presenting the
different options to the client, each fitted to their
individual circumstances.”
The TM can set out the costs of all plausible
strategies so the client can make an informed
decision, he says.
“ ‘Here is the round“You are able
trip cost of putting
to raise cash in
on futures and
markets when it unwinding them.
Here are your roll
is opportunistic
costs if you put on
as opposed to
quarterly futures
being forced to
and roll them over
sell”
for a year versus
Chris Adolph,
the costs of buying
Russell Investments
an ETF, with its
management fee
and total expenses ratio.’ ”
Goldman Sachs International’s Gula says that
as well as restructuring in and out of interim
portfolios on an agency basis he has seen
greater interest in principal liquidity.
“Last year a client needed to trade out of a
concentrated emerging market equity portfolio
into emerging market futures. Only a principal
solution allowed for the client to overcome
intraday liquidity constraints and mitigate out of
market risk. We find this offering complements
the agency-based solution and is more valuable
when a transition has balanced risk or illiquidity
constraints.”

INTERIM MANAGEMENT: CASE STUDY

Sticking to the flightpath
The Nationwide Pension Fund uses TMs to provide interim solutions for
periodic de-risking as well as major strategic changes

T

ransitions happen for one of two reasons at the DB pension scheme sponsored by the
Nationwide Building Society, the UK-based largest building society in the world. “There may
be a major change of strategy – we have had a couple of those,” says Mark Hedges, chief
investment officer, Nationwide Pension Fund.
“And then there is our long-term flight plan that requires, as we hit triggers, for us to de-risk out of
return-seeking assets into [liability] matching assets.”
Nationwide’s most frequent TM is Russell Investments, which is also its cash manager, while
BlackRock is also on its panel. “We get quotes from both of them and go with the one that offers
best value for money and best execution. We haven’t felt the need to widen the panel at all,” says
Hedges.
“Sometimes we can do it directly with the fund managers and sometimes we need to use transition
managers, particularly when it is more complex.”

INTERIM REBALANCING
As the Nationwide DB fund is maturing it periodically de-risks a portion of its assets using an interim
solution. “We tend to do a lot of synthetic transactions,” he says. “When we hit a funding trigger we
immediately want to rebalance.”
For example, on hitting a trigger it would reduce its return-seeking assets from 45% to 42.5% and
increase its matching assets by 2.5%. “We can do that pretty instantly by our transition manager
putting on futures, forwards and various other instruments,” he says.
When the transition manager puts on the interim position, for example selling equity futures, the risk
profile of the portfolio changes immediately. It would then adjust the position as it unwinds all of the
physical assets.
“We spend the next week or even month sorting out the physical sale of assets – which you cannot
necessarily do on the day as a fund might have a weekly or monthly dealing requirement,” he
adds. “Funding-trigger rebalancing will continue to go on frequently. It’s tried and tested, almost a
standardised process now.”
More dramatic transitions have occurred when there has been a significant change of asset
allocation or managers.
“We had a very active equity portfolio several years ago but decided that it didn’t really add value.
We closed down all our active developed market managers – which all had different dealing dates –
and moved those to passive.
“All the holdings were significantly different so it was a fairly complex process – but we used a
transition manager and it went very smoothly.”
Hedges says the fund was quoted costs at the outset it monitored these as it went through the
event. “They delivered well within what they promised so we felt they did a good job. They did
everything within the set timescales and in the end it went smoothly.”
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Defined complexity
The US leads the world in DC pension plan arrangements and an
increasing number of transitions are expected worldwide

T

he fundamental objectives of
transitions for defined contribution
(DC) pension plans are identical to
those for defined benefit (DB) ones – but
the task is invariably more complicated
and many more stakeholders are
involved.
One major difference for DC plans
is that individual participants log
into portals to check their balances
and make investment decisions. It’s
very important there is visibility
throughout the transition.
The plan sponsor hires the
record-keeper for its technology
and infrastructure to support this
visibility. “It is critically important
that they have the capability to look
at transition accounts and underlying
investments and make sure the
individuals have visibility into what
they own throughout the transition
process,” says Kevin Byrne, senior vice
president, Macquarie Group.
Nick Bonn, global head of portfolio
solutions, State Street, says: “DC
transitions are an order of magnitude more
complicated. Often the fund is daily valued
and the trustee board does not want the
participants to have to stop transacting – so
they can be switching funds while we are doing
the transition. That requires a lot of coordination
with the custodian and fund accountant, who is
pulling the NAV.”
DB plans are declining and there is substantial
growth of DC assets, particularly in the US.

“401K plans are the retirement plans of the future
– and there is an increasing regulatory focus in
that area,” says Rosanna Menta-Willis, director,
investments, Willis Towers Watson
Regulatory scrutiny of DC is prompting
discussions among DC plan sponsors about
how to manage risk. “A specialist TM can help
alleviate some of the fiduciary risks, minimise
out-of-market exposure and help with project
management,” says Menta-Willis.
Graham Dixon, director of transitions, Inalytics,
sees DC as an area of competitive advantage.
“We believe that some TMs are particularly good
in that area – due to the other businesses in their
firm and the projects that they have worked on.
This will be a story for next year as well.”

UNIQUE DC CONSIDERATIONS
DC transitions are far more complex than DB
transitions. “There are more parties involved,
including a platform provider and depositories.
Everything is governed by service level
agreements so the planning and contingency
planning has to be meticulous,” says Dixon.
“But the real difference is that TMs are not
operating directly on the assets – usually they
require third parties to do the right thing at
the right time,” says Dixon. “The TM cannot

“Everything is governed by
service level agreements so
the planning and contingency
planning has to be meticulous”
Graham Dixon, Inalytics
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directly take control of the assets. It usually
works through a platform provider that issues
the instructions, all subject to service level
agreements, so it is far more intricate.”
DC plans want to minimise the length of the
blackout period, when a participant is not
able to access their portfolio. TMs can help
reduce the blackout but are reliant on the other
stakeholders.
“Ideally you would have no blackout period,”
says Byrne. “But it is dictated by the underlying
instruments. In a two or three month planning
cycle you would know very early on if there
needs to be a blackout period – and the path to
make it as short as possible.”
Plan sponsors are very unlikely to have an
internal investment team that is capable of
project managing a DC transition. Bonn says: “It
requires our trading to be very crisp, accurate
and reported very quickly. An NAV needs to
be pulled for the night so participants get an
accurate price when they trade from one fund to
another. By their nature, they are more complex
from an operational and risk point of view.”

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Simple DC transitions – such as changing one
investment fund – look very much like a DB
assignment, where the focus is trading and
risk management. But when material changes
are made the emphasis shifts to project
management, planning, communication and
working with a variety of parties over a multimonth period.
“There is a lot of operational components built
into it – how it’s all managed behind the scenes
so it’s seamless,” says Menta-Willis.
Paul Francis, managing director, BlackRock,
says: “As we get closer to the event,
everything needs to be in order and a common
understanding established of what needs to
be achieved. It’s a disciplined process, starting
multiple months out as we work our way into the
assignment.”
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The planning process for DC events is a lot
longer than for DB, due to the record-keeping,
coding and blackout challenges. “There
needs to be very close coordination between
the custodian, fund accountant, investment
managers, plan
sponsor and, if there
“Technology
is one, consultant,”
needs to be
adds Byrne.
flexible enough
Daniel Morgan,
to look at a very senior managing
granular level of director, State
Street, says: “A
information”
DC transition has
Kevin Byrne,
a much higher
Macquarie Group
percentage
of project
management work
– there might not be that much trading to be
done. But because there are 30-50 moving parts
and funds are being substituted, switched or
reduced, having one central point of contact
with vast experience of how it all works is of
value to a plan sponsor. Human resources do not
want this to go badly.”
Very large events take a lot of time and
planning as well as the support of technology.
“We could start working with a client three
to six months in advance of a large DC lineup
restructure,” says Francis. “There could be 20-30
managers being relieved of their responsibilities
and the same number of new ones being hired.”
DC plans can include many different underlying
fund structures, so robust technology comes
to the fore, says Macquarie’s Byrne: “Having
the capability to monitor multiple underlying
investments – equities, fixed income, mutual
funds, collective trusts and separate accounts
– means firms that continue to invest in
technology will likely have a competitive
advantage.”
Technology needs to be flexible enough to look
at multiple investment and plan options and
track down to the lowest common denominator

macquarie.com
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– be that an individual security or mutual fund.
“Technology needs to be flexible enough to look
at a very granular level of information,” says
Byrne.
Large DC assignments are resource intensive
and can require twice the number of people on
the TM team, according to Francis. Sufficient
resources and experience are needed to avoid
downstream impacts.
“For multi-month, multi-billion dollar, multiasset class, multi-structure, multi-custodian
assignments you need strong project
management,” says Francis. “Managing risk
and trading requires full middle and back office
support to make things move on a timely basis.”

ADDITIONAL RISK
As TMs are dealing with plan participants’
balances, another level of risk is introduced. “If
there is a negative impact, a loss of assets, there
is much more risk there will be legal recourse,”
adds Menta-Willis.
There is also regulatory risk to manage, which
is different in every market, as Dixon says: “There
are more similarities than differences but there
are some important regulatory differences that
must be observed.
You may have to get
“We could start a price out by 5pm
– and it’s a breach if
working with a
you don’t. You have
client three to
to understand the
six months in
regulatory regime
advance of a
large DC lineup to make sure you
don’t trip over and
restructure”
fail to give others
Paul Francis,
the information they
BlackRock
need to do their job.”
It’s much more
challenging to put the breaks on and start again
if things go wrong. “If something went terribly
wrong, I am sure it could happen,” says MentaWillis. “But because it was pre-communicated,
there is a different element to be managed. It’s
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definitely challenging to be as nimble as for a DB
plan.”
The TM’s fees can be paid from a variety of
sources. Deciding who pays is a decision for
each plan and can be a hurdle. “Some plans see
the value of TM but have to justify the cost and
determine whether it is coming from the plan,
the participants or elsewhere,” she adds.

TIMING CHALLENGE
Early on in the assignment a very specific date
is set for the event. All the planning – with the
impacted managers, the record-keeper and the
client – builds to this deadline.
A notice period is required before making
fundamental changes to a DC lineup. “The
sponsor needs to notify participants 30 days in
advance of the change,” says Menta-Willis, noting
participants may need or want to make changes.
It is wise to commence at a time that
maximises the window to transition without
causing unnecessary disruption. “The scale of
the challenge means we will start trading at or
near the close on Friday,” says Francis.
“It’s a combination of physical trading and
futures trading to get us to the right exposures.
The amount we can accomplish on Friday and
how much needs to be traded the following
week depends on the liquidity of the underlying
asset classes.”
Adds Byrne: “It gives everybody the
opportunity to reconcile and share files, and
certify over the weekend. There’s a lot of
operational heavy lifting so starting on a Friday
gives all of the constituents the opportunity to
reconcile and communicate so everything can
proceed as planned.”
Some trading takes place at the close on
Friday. For example, $500m of very liquid
S&P500 shares could be traded without causing
market impact.
Says Francis: “Where there are liquidity
challenges we will often use derivatives or
futures – typically equity index or interest rate

DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSIONS

futures – to make sure we are maintaining
exposure, and moving that exposure from
the legacy to the target fund as quickly and
efficiently as possible.”
Ahead of the transition the record-keeper
supplies the best information available so the TM
can start work.
However, this
“A specialist
data can change
as the individual
TM can help
scheme
alleviate some
members
of the fiduciary
continue to have
risks, minimise
the ability to
out-of-market
make changes to
exposure and
their accounts.
help with project
The recordmanagement”
keeper then
finalises the
Rosanna Menta-Willis,
new allocations
WillisTowersWatson
late on Friday
or early on
Saturday and then monitors how the legacy
assets are mapped to the target assets. “We will
have a TM team in over the weekend and, with
refreshed data, create the appropriate trades to
be sent out to Asia and Europe so they have the
ability to trade first thing on Monday morning
with full local liquidity,” says Francis.

ADDITIONAL COMPLEXITIES
DC transitions can become even more
complicated if the plan sponsor decides to make
other structural changes. “We are working with
a client that is also contemplating changing their
record-keeper – that adds an additional level of
complexity,” says Byrne. “We will certainly look
to commence that on a Friday.”
Recent merger and acquisition activity has
naturally led to the consolidation of pension
arrangements. “It could be you are consolidating
multiple pension funds into a single strategy,”
says Dixon. “Historically, a corporate may have
had many different DC schemes all doing things

slightly differently but they take the decision to
bring it together in a coherent whole. To do that,
a lot of different changes are going on.”
The larger plans are pushing back more and
more on fees. “Plans that have the size and scale
in their asset pools are looking at moving away
from some of the more expensive options, which
is akin to DB plans.”
TMs need to evolve with the clients to
meet their needs. In the US, custom targetdate funds, with a glide-path tailored for the
individual, are becoming increasingly prevalent.
“When transitioning from one fund structure
to another the challenge is to make sure the
right percentages and processes are in place to
calculate precisely,” says Byrne. “The intent is for
nothing to go wrong but the critical thing is to
have controls in place.”

INCREASING SOPHISTICATION
Asset managers offer funds as both standalone
options and components to be used in fundsof-funds, which is a common default option and
often makes up the majority of AuM. This adds
complexity as any of the standalone options
could also be owned by a multi-fund.
Large plans are increasingly implementing more
complex investment vehicles, including multimanager structures. This can introduce operational
efficiencies and reduce fees but add complexity
when transitions occur.
Says Francis: “DC plans are becoming more
sophisticated and comprehensive. Rather
than just using a single manager or manager’s
infrastructure, they have definitely moved in the
direction of multi-manager options.”
TMs are dedicating resources to DC as they
recognise it is an area of growth, according
to Menta-Willis says: “Over the last year we
have seen more DC transitions and that will
continue as assets continue to rise and events
become more substantial. This is a newer
form of transition activity so I expect these
conversations to evolve.”
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ILLIQUID MARKETS

Tough to
transition
Private and illiquid markets present a more complex set of
challenges for TMs – but present opportunities to add even
more value

I

nstitutional investors, including particularly defined benefit pension schemes, have
been searching for returns in ever more esoteric places over the past decade. From
private equity and infrastructure funds to specialised debt products and listings in farflung geographies, many effectively routine investments have created unique challenges
for transition managers (TMs).
“As alternative investments arguably become mainstream, the challenge will be
for investors to better understand the costs involved in making changes to their
alternative/illiquid investments and for TMs to adapt their skills to meet these
challenges,” says Steve Webster, senior adviser, MJ Hudson Allenbridge.
TMs can provide even greater value in this area. For example, in the UK’s Local
Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) pooling project, while the bulk of assets being
merged are listed, the bulk of any potential cost savings will involve alternative and
illiquid fund assets.

TRANSITION CHALLENGES
The transition skills involved in managing change in alternative investments may
differ significantly from traditional trading capabilities. Webster says: “It may involve
enhanced legal expertise, access to synthetic/capital investment solutions and more
advanced data collection and valuation tools – as well as effective management of dry
powder and tenders.”
Graham Dixon, director of transitions, Inalytics, says: “If something is genuinely illiquid,
you can’t revolutionise it overnight into something far more liquid. You are going to
have to be patient while unwinding. Even some investment trusts can be extraordinarily
illiquid – a large holding could take quite a while to unwind.”
Artour Samsonov, head of transition management (EMEA), Citi, adds: “Not only is
trading illiquid assets difficult, but hedging illiquid assets is difficult as well.”

ADDING VALUE
Historically, the focus for TMs was developed market equities. But this has long since
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significantly moved on
there may be wide
“Clients look for TMs that can
into fixed income and
access liquidity in fairly esoteric spreads but potentially
emerging markets, and
liquidity. Depending on
asset classes”
beyond that into illiquid
the legal structure of
David Goodman, Macquarie Group
and private markets.
the investment, there
In the early days of
are options for TMs,”
the industry TMs were able to add substantial
says Goodman. “The TM would need to know
value through execution alone in even the most
the market, the credible players with a genuine
developed and liquid markets. “Equity trading
interest in acquisition. And then work out
costs were substantially more expensive. The
transition plan.”
cost savings from transitions were significant
TIMELINE TO TRANSITION
and entirely justified the industry,” says David
The timeline for transitioning an illiquid portfolio
Goodman, managing director, head of transition
is also significantly longer, sometimes extremely
management (EMEA), Macquarie Group.
so. A global developing market equities
As technology and liquidity has improved in
transition may be completed in a week or two.
public markets over time, the cost savings from
But for private markets far longer lead times are
developed market equity execution are not as
needed, for activities such as legal due diligence
significant and the value is more in project and
around a contract with an investment house.
risk management. But for illiquid and private
There are two fundamental questions, says
markets the cost savings are comparable to the
Goodman: “How is it possible to dispose of an
early days of equity transitions.
asset? And, what are the potential processes?
“Now, clients are building their exposures to
Once you have established the structure you can
less liquid asset classes, to capture the illiquidity
look at establishing the fair and efficient price.”
premium or because they like the investment
Samsonov adds: “Because private markets are
class itself,” says Goodman. “As these are less
very opaque markets it is hard to show best
liquid, and the costs of transitioning both in and
execution to the client so it’s not a road every
out are significant, clients look for TMs that can
TM wants to go down. It is something we can do
access liquidity in fairly esoteric asset classes.”
and are willing to look at.
Frequent users of TM services may have built a
“Some clients feel comfortable transacting in
standing panel of generalist providers that they
those markets and engaging us – and we will
routinely ask for RFPs – but the differing skillset
absolutely provide a service. But for clients who
required in illiquid markets means a different
are less experienced and don’t understand those
approach could be advisable. “Maybe this is an
markets we would be happy to pass on the
event for which you would go outside your panel
business.”
and look for one with specialist knowledge,” he
adds.
BUILDING EXPOSURES
Institutional investors typically opt for fund
When one side of the transaction is significantly
structures when allocating to private equity and
less liquid than the other it dictates the pace
infrastructure debt. The expertise and experience
at which the assignment can be completed.
of TMs is more varied in these areas than for
“Managing liquidity sources within illiquid
public markets and there are a variety of ways
markets is an area where we can potentially
assets can be transacted, such as tendering and
add a lot of value,” says Daniel Morgan, senior
private auctions, depending on the asset class.
managing director, State Street.
“If there are secondary market transactions
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By bringing together people, capital and ideas, Goldman Sachs produces solutions
and results for our clients. Our securities division helps clients buy and sell financial
instruments on exchanges around the world. From developing trading strategies
to the final clearing and execution of transactions, our experts provide insights and
strategies to help clients achieve their goals. We understand that by serving our clients
well and creating opportunities for economic growth, our own success will follow.

© 2016 Goldman Sachs

ILLIQUID MARKETS

“We need to come
up with hedging tools
for an illiquid portfolio
and, more importantly,
making sure we get
While there are entire asset classes that are entirely illiquid, some
out of the way and
largely liquid asset classes can contain certain securities that take a
hand over to target
significant amount of time to transition.
managers as quickly
A significant holding in a small-cap equity portfolio may be difficult
as possible. Our job is
to unwind without breaching daily volume rules and creating an
to get them as much
unacceptable market impact.
market exposure as
Daniel Morgan, senior managing director, State Street says: “In many
possible. If we are
instances this will involve the TM managing a tailpiece – making an
transitioning to a real
effective plan and then transfering cash and securities back to the
asset manager we
manager over time.”
can certainly attempt
Chris Adolph, head of transition management (EMEA), Russell
to get a close hedge
Investments, says: “We have certainly had transitions where there
quantitatively – but
has been a very illiquid component. We have created almost two
we can never buy a
portfolios – a liquid component and a carve-out portfolio that may
physical building.”
take months to liquidate.
Nick Bonn, global
“If you are creating a new portfolio you can build 80% of the
head of portfolio
portfolio in a couple of weeks and hand it over to the new manager.
solutions, State
Then, we’ll spend a couple of months liquidating the tail assets,
Street, says that a
keeping market impact to a minimum and as we raise cash we can
recent theme among
either buy assets, equitise the cash with derivatives, or hand over cash
institutional investors is
depending on what the target manager wants.”
feeling they are underallocated to private
equity. “The complexity of private equity was
“Clients have found it can solve their
causing them to only slowly come up to their
underinvestment in private equity while they do
policy weights,” he says.
due diligence and figure out the complex nature
His solution was to offer exposure immediately
of the space – before making a decision on
through a liquid private index created by State
where to allocate their funds long-term.”
Street Global Exchange, which is built from
RUN-OFF VERSUS DISPOSAL
stocks that replicate private equity returns. “It
For private equity disposals, secondary market
does not have the alpha of private equity but
trades are possible and they can be significant
we think we have closely replicated the beta.
in size. Due to higher exit costs, the client needs
We have done a number of exercises where we
to evaluate how quickly it wants to exit the
hedge the client’s cash to the index,” says Bonn.
portfolio. Once a fund has decided to reallocate,
it could let a portion naturally run off over two
“Not only is trading illiquid
to three years and look for secondary market
assets difficult, but hedging
liquidity only for the remainder.
illiquid assets is difficult as well”
In several countries, governments are
Artour Samsonov, Citi
encouraging municipal pension funds to merge,

Illiquid tail assets
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Independent & Bespoke Transition Advice

Transition Management can be a complex and challenging
process, resulting in significant costs and risks.
At MJ Hudson Allenbridge, our experienced advisers help reduce transition risk and provide true transparency by
giving you independent, regulated and practical advice on all aspects of the transition process including:



Planning – optimal routes, structures, timings
Independent transition manager selection

For more information please contact:

Steve Webster
Senior Adviser
+44 20 7079 1000
steve.webster@mjhudson.com




Event oversight
Independent cost / risk analytics

MJ Hudson Allenbridge provides investment consulting
and independent advisory services to a diverse range of
asset owners & investors. Our services include Manager
Selection, Transition Advice, Operational and Investment
Due Diligence, Investment Strategy Advice, Asset
Allocation and Independent Advice.

www.mjhudson-allenbridge.com

ILLIQUID MARKETS

“Managing liquidity sources
including the UK’s LGPS,
construction involves
to achieve economies
within illiquid markets is an area the asset manager or
of scale and reduce
owner knowing what to
where we can potentially add a
costs. Illiquid allocations
do when a signal starts
lot of value”
cannot realistically be
flashing – to go from
Daniel Morgan, State Street
merged so the combined
the realisation of risk to
entity would have
implementing change.
sub-optimally sized investments. For example,
This may involve having a TM ready to execute,
if five $10bn funds with small private market
or run a currency or index futures overlay.
allocations merge into a $50bn fund it could end
Dixon says: “If a holding is tactical it could be
up with 150 small investments in private markets
a problem. If things have got a lot tighter you
that all need to be managed.
may find it takes a lot longer, and is a lot more
“You would probably want to build scale and
expensive, than you factored in. If it’s strategic,
make direct investments,” says Goodman. “That
a buy-and-hold position to match liabilities with
process will create the need for disposals. The
cashflow, it does not matter so much. They are
fund could run these all off over five years – but
not necessarily particularly long duration – it
it may decide it doesn’t want management time
could be three or five years so holding it to
spent looking at such small investments.”
maturity is something you may be willing to do.”
A protracted exit contains its own risks. “Risk
ILLIQUID ETFS
management is very important,” says Samsonov.
Investors may seek to sidestep the inherent
“If you are coming out of sterling commercial
illiquidity of an asset class by allocating to a coreal estate and going to global emerging market
mingled investment pool, perhaps an ETF if one
stocks you have to also be conscious of the
is available. However, liquidity in such products
currency risk. An interim solution to manage
could quick dry up during times of market
cash can help.”
stress.
SLOW IN, QUICK OUT
“People need to be aware that ultimately ETFs
Institutional investors have drifted into private
are funded derivative products. They need to be
markets over the past decade. In a financial
aware, firstly, of the liquidity of the underlying
crisis, or if issues arise with a particular illiquid
assets and, secondly, the fund rules that the ETF
market asset class, many of those investors
itself imposes,” says Samsonov.
may attempt to exit in quick succession. The
“The liquidity of an ETF structure only really
existence of secondary market liquidity during
works when it is able to satisfy redemptions –
the good times could quickly evaporate.
when it cannot the whole structure falls apart.
“Investors will want to make sure that if they
It seems to me that clients shifting to high
see problems coming they don’t need to spend
yield ETFs, the more risky ETFs, are not really
three weeks appointing a TM,” says Goodman.
aware of this type of risk. It’s not really for TMs
“They should be able to
to comment on their
contract very quickly
client’s risk tolerance
“If something is genuinely
with a provider on
– but its something
illiquid, you can’t revolutionise
their panel. I advise
they need to consider.
it overnight into something far
you to do the legwork
Unfortunately, TMs only
more liquid”
beforehand.”
get engaged when it is
Good portfolio
already a problem.”
Graham Dixon, Inalytics
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DB PENSION FUND: CASE STUDY

Exposure management
key to success
A pension plan used a TM to smooth the path
to a discretionary OCIO structure

I

n the United States, plan sponsors are increasingly employing the services of outsourced chief
investment officer (OCIO) providers as a means to efficiently manage both defined benefit (DB)
and defined contribution (DC) assets.
Transition managers (TMs) are often enlisted to add operational and financial value in handling the
on-boarding and rebalancing of these assets.
A multi-billion dollar pension plan with a broadly diversified portfolio invested across pooled funds
and separately managed accounts planned to move to a target discretionary OCIO structure.
Recognising the operational and investment complexity of this event, the OCIO provider sought
a TM with a proven track record in complex, multi-asset transitions and exposure management
capabilities.
State Street was appointed the TM for the event. The target OCIO provider expressed a desire
to de-risk some of the legacy manager active bets during the interim period while selecting and
contracting with target managers. Therefore, the flexibility and cost-effectiveness of an interim
exposure management service was paramount to the overall strategy.
During the planning phase, the TM collaborated with the OCIO provider to assess portfolio risk at
both the broad asset class and account level. This planning was key to the OCIO in deciding how to
best map legacy holdings to interim accounts and maintain market exposure with an eye toward the
ultimate target state.
For the equity allocations, State Street reviewed legacy portfolios and partnered with the target
OCIO provider to optimally select interim portfolios, while considering the retention of securities and
expected tracking error.
Multiple strategies and instruments for reducing active risk were considered – including physical
equities, futures and ETFs – with the goal of finding an optimal balance between turnover and risk
reduction. This optimisation process considered a range of factor risks – including country, currency
and sector risk – resulting in both cost and risk savings.
On the fixed income side, State Street managed interim portfolios and cash flows, and monitored
characteristics relative to benchmark including credit, currency and key rate duration exposure. As
part of the restructuring process, State Street utilised its proprietary enhanced in-kinds algorithm,
which identifies fixed income securities that can be retained based on a range of characteristics. It
estimated that this reduced trading volumes by approximately 2%, resulting in lower transition costs.
State Street managed the interim accounts for periods ranging from three to six months, before
transitioning the portfolios to the ultimate targets. Once the target structure was determined,
the interim portfolios were restructured to the new manager portfolios. Overall the change was
considered a successful marriage of trading and exposure management.
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Beware the
black
swan

Emerging markets have endured a particularly volatile year and
developed markets are hardly immune from financial crises

T

he ideal conditions for a transition are deep
and stable markets. While markets have
generally been riding high during 2018 it
has now been the longest ever US equity bull
market and the global economy has been growing
consistently since the financial crisis. The good
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times cannot go on forever, as some emerging
markets have painfully found out this year.
Craig Blackbourn, head of transition
management (EMEA), Northern Trust says: “We
are long overdue another recession and there is
a lot going on at the moment. But what is going

MARKET TURMOIL

to be the catalyst? And, what are the effects
going to be on the markets?”
The list of plausible triggers is long and varied
– from the unwinding of quantitative easing
(QE) to excessive government debt, geopolitical
risks, a US-China trade war or the collapse of the
European Union, notes Damian Hoult, co-founder
and CEO of BGA.
“It’s possible the next collapse will be more
brutal than the global financial crisis. In the
current environment where interest rates are
close to historical lows, while debt levels are
at historical highs, governments won’t be in a
position to pull the QE lever.”

way. A lack of liquidity means each trade has
a greater market impact. That is what occured
during a credit crunch – nobody was actually
trading certain bonds. “That is horrible for a
transition,” he says.
Therefore, before the transition the client needs
to agree a contingency plan with the TM – under
certain circumstances it may be best to abort
the event.

APPROPRIATE HEDGING

There’s usually a high degree of hedging for
markets and currency. “Without them, midtransition you could have much higher cash
than if you were in either the legacy or target
VOLATILITY & LIQUIDITY
portfolio,” says Dixon
Transition managers (TMs) are able to cope
“It could be the biggest market move of the
with volatility – managing it is a fundamental
year – if markets surged 5% you would lose a lot
component of any transition and there are plenty
of value. The ability to hedge, and adjust that
of hedging options in the toolkit.
hedge as you transition, is absolutely vital.”
Graham Dixon, director of transitions, Inalytics,
However, hedging can be expensive as Hoult
says: “The real enemy is not volatility. The fact
notes: “If you over-hedge, even if you are right
that a market whips around just means the TM’s
you lose money. 95% of the conversation with
hedging needs to be bang-on – if it is, volatility is
the client is typically about equities but 95%
not troublesome. The enemy is illiquidity. When
of the risk comes from currency – it should be
you get illiquidity and volatility it’s the perfect
a big part of the conversation. Overlays and
storm.”
hedges are important to look at – but not always
TMs limit trading to a proportion of average
important to put on. Only about 20% of the
daily volume, perhaps 10-15% for a security, so
time should you be hedging or fully hedging.
they so not significantly move the market. If the
The disaster trades are usually a result of not
TM is pushing up against this limit and liquidity
hedging a currency.”
quickly dries up the transition would take far
Liquidity could easily become a significant
longer, or the strategy would need to change.
problem in fixed income and even some equity
Likewise, if something causes a spike in trading
markets. Market-makers in equities might step
they will get more done each day.
out, potentially having a huge impact for ETF NAV
“We have done transitions when there has been
pricing, according to Hoult. “ETF markets have
volatility but, paradoxically, that volatility created
never been tested with AuM as large as is today.
far more liquidity so
“There is a big
we were able to do
liquidity problem
“[In emerging markets] an
things far more quickly
experienced TM, deep local market in the market
than we thought
that people seem
knowledge and a strong network
possible,” says Dixon.
completely relaxed
of local brokers will be key”
However, this can
about. ETFs own the
easily work the other
same stocks as active
Hamza Farrukh, Goldman Sachs International
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funds – but active ones do not turn up on the
same day, at the same time, trade the same
stocks and go the same way,” he says.
Banks hold significantly less fixed income
inventory than pre-crisis, a function of regulation.
“There could be a real squeeze in the riskier
end of the yield curve, which is where a lot
of money seeking yield has migrated,” says
Hoult. “Mitigating these risks in a transition very
difficult. You need to make sure risk exposures
are hedged – but ultimately, when all assets
become correlated, it’s an almost impossible
task.”
Blackbourn adds that the long-running trend
from active to passive management, including
ETFs, is still in full flow but has not been truly
tested. “Clients have become disillusioned with
the high fees as active managers are just not
performing,” he says. “When we start incurring
greater volatility we are going to see more
passive funds really being put to the test.”

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

postponed due to a stakeholder not being ready,
especially in a DC event? He adds that interim
solutions can be helpful.
“Rather than thinking about it as a transition
black swan event, we’ve moved to thinking about
it as a project black swan event. What would
happen to the project if it became clear that
executing the transition was a bad thing to do?”
David Goodman, managing director, head of
transition management (EMEA), Macquarie
Group, says the impetus for the transition is
an important factor in whether to postpone
a transition due to volatility, which may be
temporary.
If the disinvestment decision is part of a wider
restructuring it may be better to ride out the
volatility and wait as “volatile periods often mean
very expensive trading costs”, says Goodman.
However, if the client wants to exit due to
specific market conditions “it implies urgency,”
he says. “But what they don’t want is poor
execution. They need liquidity to be sourced very
carefully and selectively.”

The impact of black swan events may not be
EMERGING AND FRONTIER
confined to market volatility and illiquidity. They
Certain emerging markets have endured
can also have an effect on the entire project.
wild volatility during the course of 2018, led
This is particularly important for Inalytics, which
by Turkey. Its unique problems were due to
is involved in some of the largest and most
concerns about the political direction towards
complicated transitions.
authoritarianism combined
“Execution may take a matter
with rising indebtedness,
of weeks or even months rather
“It’s possible the next importantly denominated in a
than days. So black swan events
collapse will be more foreign currency.
are very important to us in our
brutal than the global
“Turkey is incredibly volatile
planning – you have to think
at the moment – it’s probably
of every risk and decide your
financial crisis”
so expensive to hedge that you
risk mitigation steps to handle
Damian Hoult, BGA
would not bother,” says Hoult.
them,” says Dixon.
“But it’s not really just about
He says that contingencies
whether you have Turkey to trade as most won’t.
need to be agreed for a wide range of
It’s more about the impact on currencies – there
eventualities that could interfere with the
have been massive swings.”
end portfolio being delivered as planned. For
Hedging is far more difficult to do in emerging
example, what if a regulatory concern emerges
markets as the financial systems generally
for a target manager – or even the transition
are far less developed. Daniel Morgan, senior
manager? What if the entire event needs to be
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managing director, State Street, says that proxies
“Clients who hope to benefit from such large
can be used but they are likely to be imperfect
liquidity events, either to diversify away or sell
and tracking errors higher. The TM needs to
out of EM positions, need to be able to leverage
consider, he says: “Does the hedge bring you
both a presence in the global macro environment
quantitatively closer to your
as well as specialised micro
target portfolio? Which
knowledge.”
“When you get
trading strategy minimises
The strength of the TM’s
illiquidity and
risk, given the lack of tools?”
network, direct on exchange, is
volatility it’s the
There has been number of
the key to managing less liquid
perfect storm”
significant emerging market
emerging market transitions.
events over the recent years,
“A reduction in the number of
Graham Dixon, Inalytics
including the sizable Saudi
intermediaries helps control the
MSCI and FTSE inclusion, with
trade and reduce expense,” says
a rebalancing expected in Q2 2019, notes Hamza
Samsonov.
Farrukh, portfolio transition solutions at Goldman
Goodman adds: “You don’t want to be involved
Sachs International. “It is becoming abundantly
in a cascading tree of information where one
clear that in addition to an experienced TM, deep
external broker is speaking to another external
local market knowledge and a strong network
broker about a trade. You want to make sure
of local brokers will be key in ensuring efficient,
your TM is in control of all aspects of the
transparent and cost-effective transitions.
process.”
EMERGING MARKETS: CASE STUDY

Overcoming market inefficiencies
Developed market transitions are pretty straightforward but where TMs can really
differentiate themselves is in more esoteric markets, where execution is difficult.
“We did a transition in sub-Saharan Africa,” says Samsonov. “It was a lot more interesting
because of local nuances.”
There were operational requirements such as pre-funding while some markets had global
depositary receipts (GDRs) and American depositary receipts (ADRs) listed.
“There were a lot of ways to source liquidity, including having access to the local holders
of stocks and approach them for crossing opportunities. It’s where TMs can differentiate
themselves and really add value,” he says. “What was shocking was that the bid-ask spreads
were massive – something that you don’t see in developed markets. It feels like going back to
the days when there were guys in pits with boards and chalk.”
In the majority of countries Citi had its own presence. But for a few countries it used thirdparty brokers, mandating a local broker to trade on its behalf.
“The good thing about being a big institution absorbing a lot of institutional client flow and
retail client flow is that those brokers and third-parties are well used and we have very strong
relationships with them,” says Samsonov.
“It’s not like we trade through them once per month – they are approached daily for one
client or another. It is a very different dynamic compared to some other institutions. We have
a policy on how those brokers are selected and monitored.”
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Trends in transition

PARTICIPANTS
• Alastair O’Dell, chair
• Steve Webster, senior adviser,
MJ Hudson Allenbridge
• Justine Anderson, global head
of transition management,
BlackRock
• Artour Samsonov, head of
transition management (EMEA),
Citi
• Chris Adolph, head of transition
management (EMEA),
Russell Investments
• Craig Blackbourn, head of
transition management (EMEA),
Northern Trust
• David Goodman, managing
director, head of transition
management (EMEA),
Macquarie Group
• Cyril Vidal, head of portfolio
transition solutions group,
Goldman Sachs International
• Daniel Morgan, senior managing
director, State Street

Leading figures of the TM industry met in
London to discuss improving transparency,
the impact of Mifid and plans for the future
Chair: What improvements have transition managers (TMs)
made since the FCA’s thematic review?
Artour Samsonov: It’s an important topic to address as clients
ask us this quite often. We took a detailed look at market
practices in four areas – management oversight, conflicts of
interest, knowledge asymmetry and segregation of duties.
Mifid II implementation also helped address these key areas –
the regulation specifically focuses on conflicts of interest and
delivering best execution.
The way to address structural concerns is to have clear
reporting lines and segregate the TM business activity from other
businesses within the firm. Knowledge asymmetry is addressed
by delivering transparent reporting to clients, and TMs have
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worked with clients and consultants to deliver
that. Segregation of duties can be achieved
by separating the back office from the front
office and putting measures in place to prevent
unilateral fraud scenarios.
Craig Blackbourn: The role of compliance
represents a key change. In the current
regulatory environment, accountability in the
first line of defence is of paramount importance.
Individuals are acutely aware that the buck stops
with them. Compliance departments used to sit
on different floors and wouldn’t have insight into
individual divisions within the firm day to day –
that has changed drastically. I know first-hand
that compliance sits on our desk and takes a far
greater hands-on role. Additionally, the guiding
principles of the T-Charter are now embedded in
TM agreements (TMAs) – compliance reporting,
best execution and treating customers fairly is
integral to TMAs.
Chris Adolph: Everyone says they adhere to
the T-Charter principles – but how can you
demonstrate that? Increasingly, we embed the
principles in the TM processes themselves. If
there is an audit, they’ll see how we’re abiding
with these principles. One of the key problems
within financial services was that people
promised things and then did not always deliver.
You need a process, a mechanism, so that you
can demonstrate you are doing them.
Justine Anderson: Clients interrogate providers
thoroughly, especially in the area of conflicts
of interest where it can be difficult for clients
to understand different business models.
Consequently, clients want to make sure they
understand if there are conflicts in a business
model and, if so, how they’re being managed.
Steve Webster: Clients often feel bombarded
with information before, during and after
the event. It’s difficult for them to effectively

critique this given they may only be engaged
in a transition once every one or two years – so
it’s new each time. They prefer it when TMs are
open about the specific conflicts for the event
they face, rather than general conflicts within
their business. You should not be fearful of
highlighting them – people are often wary of
raising a red flag but clients really appreciate
hearing about them upfront.
David Goodman: Disclosure directly opens
up a dialogue about the potential advantages
a model, with its conflicts, brings to the
client. Whatever the TM’s business model, it’s
structured to deliver a certain return to the
client. If you have conflicts in the way you
operate you also need to be able to articulate
‘this is my expectation of the advantage of this
type of process’. That has to be demonstrated in
the post-trade as well.
Daniel Morgan: It’s important – you can’t just
disclose away all of your conflicts, you have
to make sure that you’re explaining them
wholeheartedly and provide the advantages of
why a particular method, although conflicted,
can be an advantage to their outcome.
Cyril Vidal: The findings and conclusions of the
FCA’s thematic review are still very relevant. But
my observation is that clients end-up spending
a large amount of time discussing transparency
in execution and conflicts of interest. This takes
the focus away from the real thing – how to
best manage all the risks of their transition.
Overall, the TM industry is probably ahead in
term of transparency standards. This is the
combined effect of providers improving their
internal processes as well as the client ensuring
their legal framework is fit for purpose and
increasingly relying on firms’ representations.
Adolph: If trust is abused it’s not surprising that
it takes a long time to win back. I’m not that
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surprised by the scepticism and still having to
reassure clients, especially since historic abuses
are permanently in the press. Another key thing
is culture, as it’s embedded in the organisation as
a whole and does differentiate businesses.
Webster: Culture has changed dramatically. TMs
have probably had to act in a more open and
transparent way than anybody else. The broader
financial services industry can learn a lot from
TMs and I hope organisations take that on board.
Chair: How should clients evaluate TMs?
Webster: We want to be able to critique and
analyse services – and that means getting under
the skin. Last year we conducted an extensive
survey. The high point was solutions and valueadd services – we were really impressed by the
solutions available and the breadth of services
provided. It had the highest scores and had the
widest distribution of scores. The low point was
execution and crossing flows – it had the lowest
average score.
Most clients are unlikely to transition more
than once every six months. Things can change
quickly so it’s important clients understand
what is happening within TMs businesses and
offerings – and what it means for their next
transition.
Samsonov: Clients focus too much on
quantitative measures, perhaps because
qualitative ones are more difficult to assess.
One of the challenges for clients is to have
continuous relationships with TMs and
knowledge of the industry – rather than starting
from scratch every single time.
Adolph: It’s very powerful if you can
demonstrate that you consistently deliver over
time and across asset classes.
Webster: It’s absolutely important that clients
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are aware of track records. But they’re all
remarkably similar, extraordinarily enough.
Clients should look at the solutions – they can be
very different – being put forward in the context
of their challenge. Quotes are different for good
reason – so it’s very important to understand the
different assumptions being used.
Morgan: Clients are overwhelmed when looking
at different transition bids – trying to reconcile
and trying to homogenise. I still get the same old
question ‘What is the difference between your
bid and your competitor’s bid?’ Often, it comes
down to the lowest common denominator,
price, because that is what they completely
understand.
Chair: What should clients think about before
embarking on a fixed income transition?
Vidal: Fixed income is the most exciting area
with electronification echoing the developments
of equity program trading decades ago. In US
corporate credit, the Goldman Sachs systematic
market-marking desk provides executable prices
on more than 10,000 bonds using algorithms.
As an end user, it is an extraordinary source
of information that allows us to predict more
accurately the cost for a transition. There’s also
a trend towards executing portfolio in bulk,
which has a number of merits for managing risks
during a transition. Finally, the growth of fixed
income ETFs has been tremendously helpful
for improving the liquidity by allowing brokers
to move a larger quantum of risk over a short
period and increasing their risk appetite.
Anderson: E-trading in fixed income has become
far more prevalent in TM but it’s not a one-sizefits-all. While e-trading has brought breadth of
quotes and price transparency, it is better in
smaller sizes. It’s not the be-all-and-end-all but
it can certainly help take risk off the table very
quickly within a transition.
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“The broader
financial services
industry can learn a
lot from TMs and I
hope organisations
take that on board”
Steve Webster,
MJ Hudson Allenbridge

Samsonov: A lot of managers hold offbenchmark, less liquid positions in their
portfolios that require extra attention. The key
is to understand how the TM is going to deal
with these securities – it’s where TMs vary in
their approaches. Electronification is great and
provides transparency – but it may not be the
best approach to trade less liquid assets on
electronic platforms.
Goodman: It’s a wonderful efficiency tool that
allows you to take more care of the hard-totrade securities. It is a different world from
trading fixed income portfolios one-by-one by
voice 10-20 years ago. Now you can segregate
10% of the portfolio to illiquid asset class traders
that have the ability to find the right distribution.

portion of our mandates. The buy
side is getting more comfortable
with the TM’s ability to fill some
or sometimes all of the positions.
And they’re very comfortable
working with traders on the desk
to identify substitutes if liquidity
is not available. The industry
is getting a better reputation
among buy-side managers,
who historically were somewhat
opposed to allowing TMs to build
their portfolios.

Anderson: The depth and breadth
of access to liquidity is incredibly
important in fixed income. If
you’re trading a German Bund
there’s very little difference between the best
and next-best bid. But for a Turkish bond there’s
going to be a huge differential, multiple times.
Electronification is one tool that can help but to
implement fixed income transitions you need to
be able to access the full market.
Blackbourn: The nature of fixed income events
is very different now compared to 10 years
ago. There are so many different types of fixed
income scenarios – pension fund buyouts, life
insurance restructures – where TMs are coming
up with intelligent risk solutions that add
significant value.

Blackbourn: There’s no doubt that it helps
demonstrate greater transparency and best
execution, but liquidity is still the key. These
systems, let’s face it, haven’t been tested by a
period of stress – that will come when we go into
the next part of the cycle.

Webster: The types of clients using TMs are
changing. The increase is coming from the
asset managers and the DC platform side. The
skillset is possibly lacking within these client
groups while at the same time the industry is
looking to control margins and reduce costs. The
largest transition events in the next couple of
years will arguably be related to asset manager
restructures.

Morgan: It’s certainly grown to become a larger

Blackbourn: 10-15 years ago portfolios typically
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consisted of straight bonds, nominal bonds
either side. Now you’ve got interest rate swaps,
CDS and a wide range of other instrument
types that need to be evaluated appropriately.
You need to find the right solutions and
counterparties to make the changes. The
dynamic has changed so much.
Morgan: The model that’s won out is all-for-all
request for quotation (RFQ). It’s really allowed
smaller dealers without direct relationships to
participate – and maybe provide an improved
bid. It’s not levelled the playing field but it’s
helped. Even if it’s a billion-dollar portfolio we
could be dealing with less than a million bonds
– that’s an odd lot. It’s tough for a dealer to
open a position in an odd lot so, in our business,
probably 20-40% is coming from the smaller
broker-dealer community.
Chair: What impact has Mifid II had on TM?
Morgan: Alternative trading systems are popping
up, whether for a specific asset class or call
options etc. Investment banks are slowly starting
to participate. They’re giving them a shot and I

“More and
more clients are
moving towards
ESG and this
can involve
significant
change”
Justine Anderson,
BlackRock
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expect that to continue. It’s very difficult to get
an alternative trading system going – liquiditywise it’s a ‘chicken-or-the-egg’ scenario.
Samsonov: Mifid II had an impact on the
execution structure of the market. Before, client
liquidity would meet in dark pools. Post-Mifid II
there are limits on how much trading can take
place in dark pools. Liquidity looks for the most
efficient venues and systemic internalisers (SIs)
are seeing increased flows as a result.
Goodman: It’s brought in other forms of capital.
High frequency traders have systemised their
participation through SIs – it’s not just the
investment banks. Maybe 10-20% of volume goes
through SIs, which is a surprise for most people.
Understanding the SI that you’re interacting with
is a high priority.
Vidal: SIs, whether internal or external, are
growing and now represent 13% of the overall
continuous liquidity in Europe, exceeding the
proportion that broker crossing networks
represented pre-Mifid II. Periodic auctions
represent 3% of volumes, which is significant
enough that the FCA published
a note on periodic auctions last
June. There are now seven live
venues in Europe – Goldman has
the second largest with the Sigma
X MTF Periodic Auction Book.
Anderson: One interesting impact
of Mifid II for TMs has been fund
transaction cost disclosures.
More cost transparency is good
for clients, but so far the fund
disclosures have resulted in
confusion because of the lack
of standard methodology for
how they are calculated. This
has highlighted the need to
understand the methodology
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behind any transaction cost analysis.
Most TMs approach cost estimation
as defined by the T-Charter, but for
clients comparing an asset manager
against a TM it has raised awareness
that this may not always be a like-forlike comparison.
Webster: As part of Mifid II, municipal
bodies across Europe, including UK
local authorities, were reclassified as
non-professional and TMs had to opt
them back up to professional based
on sufficient evidence of experience
and understanding. That’s fine when
it’s business as usual but may have
implications if the event results in
unexpected losses or disputes with
the TM. Also, local authorities over time will lose
expertise – today they may accept a level of
responsibility that the regulator may not allow in
the future. Transitions involve a flurry of activity,
including large scale execution and complex
risk mitigation strategies and it’s important for
TMs to ensure their local authority clients fully
understand the services they are receiving, given
the periodic nature of engagement. It’s certainly
important during the transition years of pension
pooling.
Chair: To what extent is the increasing volume
of trading at the close impacting transition
strategies? Is implementation shortfall still fit
for purpose?
Goodman: The cheapest trading costs occur
when there’s most activity. The close is the time
when spreads and therefore trading costs are
better – so we should be trading there.
Whether there’s an issue depends on whether
you can trade at the close without affecting it.
By benchmarking and trading at the same close
you’re missing a potential impact you’ve had in
building your inventory. It’s all explainable – but

“Liquidity looks for
the most efficient
venues and systemic
internalisers are
seeing increased
flows as a result”
Artour Samsonov, Citi

it’s not necessarily a free lunch. Market impact
cost models have not moved to that level of
granularity.
Adolph: Sometimes it’s absolutely the right
thing to do. In a very liquid trade, you may be
coordinating with a fund on the other side that’s
priced at a particular point. Being able to match
the pricing point can minimises cost and out-ofmarket risk. However, it should never be sold to
a client as a costless trade. Costs are embedded
– it’s just harder to quantify.
IS is a measure of performance during the
transition, not something you have to be
wedded to 100% for how to manage an event
and evaluation should also include qualitative
factors, such as communication and project
management.
Vidal: Auction liquidity now represent 20-25%
of daily volume, having increased by 1% every
quarter for the last 18 months. For Stoxx 600,
it was 18% a year ago and now it’s 24%. Many
transition executions will start from the open,
benchmarking the previous close price and will
not make the most of the auction liquidity. The
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reason for adopting the previous
close was to make sure we have
a clean benchmark that is not
subject to market impact. This can
be mitigated by agreeing, with our
clients, a low participation rate that
will not substantially impact the
pricing benchmark and using all the
execution and performance data we
have to quantify the market impact in
the post-trade analysis.

“It’s very
powerful if you
can demonstrate
that you
consistently
deliver over time
and across asset
classes”
Chris Adolph,
Russell Investments

Samsonov: According to research
conducted by our market structure
team, auction closing not only has
greater volume but also the least
volatility. There’s a lot of value in
using the period of most liquidity
and lowest volatility to execute. TMs have to
offer transparency by explaining the upsides and
downsides of this approach.
Goodman: Clients have taken three months to
get to the transition day – so they can wait a few
hours. We just need to explain the rationale – to
hopefully trade at a less volatile time with thinner
spreads.
Morgan: There are definitely useful metrics,
whether it be price impact in the last 15 minutes
or snapback the next day. We need to keep
these evolving and focus on transparency.
There are so many different factors that
you can look into. The choice depends on the
vehicles that clients are targeting and when you
get the information to begin trading. You could
get it intraday and be ready to go. You may
want to start the transition regardless of how
you’re benchmarking – whether IS, T-Charter or
something else you want to do that’s best for
the client.
Goodman: We’ve all had that conversation with
clients when you explain there may be some
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opportunity cost between the open and close.
The timing of drawing that single marble might
be spectacularly good or a spectacularly bad.
You’ve got a risk management plan so you
know the high risk contributors and the stocks
you need to start trading early. You don’t want
surprises at the end of the day – you don’t want
to say ‘I couldn’t get it done’.
Adolph: A client may receive estimates of
market-on-close at 3bps and an IS at 20bps. The
client may want the cheapest – but 3bps is not
necessarily cheaper, it’s just a different basis of
measurement. You need to compare like with like
and if they don’t have an adviser, it’s difficult.
Webster: You can’t be penalised for trying to use
the most liquid time of the day – that would be
bonkers and it also doesn’t make sense to wait
until the end of the day to begin the transition
and incur the additional risks the delay brings.
There must be a better option, to utilise periods
of higher liquidity without this impacting cost
and risk estimates, while ensuring we are not
eroding transparency.
Generally, if we feel that the proposed
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transition approach has no risk of influencing the
benchmark against which the transition is being
measured we’re happy to consider putting it
forward as a strategic option.
Chair: Is LGPS pooling progressing as
expected?
Blackbourn: Service providers to LGPS funds
have an obligation to help them find the best
strategy. Support during such a significant
transformation is critical. There are a number of
LGPS stakeholders, but also asset management
companies, custodians and fund accountants.
Treating customers fairly will be heavily
scrutinised, including by the Treasury and central
government.
Webster: Local authorities are the fiduciaries
of the pooling process and remain responsible
for asset allocation and the suitability of the
offering. Generally, I think pooling is proceeding
better than expected with a large proportion of
assets already transitioned. The easiest are being
done first, you would expect that, so there’s still
a long way to go.

the LGPS are looking to TMs for guidance in
the coordination of the many stakeholders
involved when creating these new structures.
The extent of assistance is greater than normal
and TMs can really add value and help the local
authorities.
Adolph: Fund launches are always more
complex, and these are multi-manager fund
launches with added complexity. Multi-managers
have separate teams to manage this process and
use TMs on top.
Chair: Has the method for apportioning
transition costs been resolved?
Vidal: There’s a general consensus around the
idea that the best way to share the cost is by
assets under management. But there are two
issues. What is the definition of cost – direct cost
only or both direct and indirect? And, how do you
achieve it? Implementation is far more difficult.

Adolph: It’s tricky. Even within the pools they’re
coming up with different approaches to apportion
costs. If it’s done within an authorised contractual
scheme (ACS), and they’re seeding them, you
Blackbourn: Given the magnitude of change,
can pretty much apportion the costs anyway
you want. They could allocate
in proportion to their AuM or
“Clients are
estimated transactional activity
definitely making
– but that’s for them to decide
greater use of
along the lines that work for
interim solutions
them.

so they don’t have
to do transitions as
frequently”
Craig Blackbourn,
Northern Trust

Anderson: The most important
thing, regardless, is whether
clients are treated fairly. We are
not in a position to opine on
how it’s going to impact every
pool because each situation
is different, which is why
different approaches are being
considered.
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Chair: How have interim and temporary
mandates evolved over the last few years?
Anderson: There has definitely been an uptick
for interim mandates, across three categories.
The first is for beta sleeves, which allow clients
to move in a far timelier manner. Certain
asset managers and owners have outsourced
capabilities they previously had in-house –
equally others have been insourcing. Either way,
the movement of trading capabilities has been a
big driver.
Secondly, liquidity sleeves appeal to clients
that have become savvier about their ability to
generate cash to meet liabilities. The uptick in
ETFs has also had a big impact.
Thirdly, clients have been looking to be more
nimble and take advantage of market situations
and momentum with tactical asset allocation
sleeves.
Blackbourn: Clients are definitely making
greater use of interim solutions so they don’t
have to do transitions as frequently. Now, when
investors see a dislocation they use futures to
readjust back to their strategic benchmark rather

than turnover physical assets. There is now a
tendency to wait for big changes, such as at a
tri-annual review or asset allocation changes
and that’s driving a trend towards larger, more
complex and less frequent events.
Samsonov: The growth in interim management
has also been driven by increased compliance
and know your customer requirements. Clients
are taking longer to negotiate investment
management agreements or go through onboarding of investment managers. As markets
have been rising in the past few years there has
been a fear of missing out on gains by clients so
maintaining market exposure is important.
Goodman: Clients now expect service at the
level of an investment manager. Being able to
do all the reporting, such as running derivative
reports, is now at a much higher level. It was
ancillary but now it’s a genuine business.
Vidal: Managing an overlay position has been
increasingly helped by technology. We now have
tools at our fingertips that allow us to rapidly
optimise a portfolio with a futures basket. There
are more tools for a TM, or even
clients, to monitor their positions.
is

“The close
the time when
spreads and
therefore trading
costs are better –
so we should be
trading there”
David Goodman,
Macquarie Group

Anderson: It might not be the most
glamorous part of an interim mandate,
but if you’re managing a portfolio for
three months, how are you doing all
of the things – corporate actions, risk
monitoring – and making sure they are
done effectively?
Chair: How is the continued shift to
passive investing impacting the TM
business?
Morgan: The shift to passive started
a long time ago and it’s been a
steamroller. We don’t see an end in
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sight and in general when a mandate
goes to passive it very rarely comes
out, or it spends a very long time
in passive before it comes out. It
potentially means fewer events. As
more assets go passive more liquidity
gets drained out of the market, so
potentially trading costs during
times of stress are going to get
considerably worse.
Chair: Is there a material difference
between trading on an agent or
riskless principal basis?

“We should send a
reassuring message
to clients that
riskless principal,
if executed
and monitored
adequately, is fine”
Cyril Vidal, Goldman
Sachs International

Vidal: Agency and riskless principal
don’t function the same way, but
economically they should achieve the
same outcome for the client. Riskless principal is
not a new concept – the London Stock Exchange
introduced it in October 1997 – and brokers use
it all the time to reaggregate all the liquidity
sourced from multiple venues.
Samsonov: The riskless principal structure
applies to most broker-type operating models.
The whole premise of riskless principal in the TM
context is that the economics of one leg of the
trade are exactly the same as the other leg. The
provider must have a strong compliance function
and monitor that the legs of the trade are locked
and not subject to change.
Vidal: So we should send a reassuring message
to clients that riskless principal, if executed and
monitored adequately, is fine.
Adolph: No, that’s the key difference, isn’t it? An
agent goes out, executes, and you know what
you’re getting. With riskless principal it’s got to
be monitored to make sure they’re doing what
they say they are doing. It means you need to
have controls – that’s an extra step you need
that you don’t with the pure agent. Economically

they’re supposed to be the same – but that’s not
to say there’s no difference.
Anderson: I agree. Clients are already struggling
to weigh up all of these different factors in
the execution of a transition and this is a very
challenging area for them to get comfortable
with. Client concern doesn’t come from the
secondary part of the market – it comes from
the intersection with the TM and the role that
they play. This is a concern that simply doesn’t
exist in an agency model.
Webster: Clients, when assessing TMs, should
not be fearful of riskless principal. As long as
those solutions are correctly explained and
utilised in an appropriate way they should be
open to all solutions – in some cases it will be the
better option. They shouldn’t immediately recoil
from a riskless principal approach.
Chair: Let’s go round the table – how do you
see the future of TM?
Anderson: More and more clients are moving
towards ESG and this can involve significant
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change. How are you thinking
about how you look at traditional
transition analytics through an ESG
lens?
Vidal: For me, portfolio algorithmic
execution is the trend to watch – it
will be a key differentiator in how
we manage an event.

“The industry
is getting a
better reputation
among buy-side
managers”
Daniel Morgan,
State Street

Goodman: For me it’s solving the
highest trading cost problems
where I’m paying high costs to
build portfolios. Focusing on where
clients have the highest transaction
costs therefore potentially leads to
the highest savings.
Adolph: Passive is a challenge and
TM is increasingly becoming commoditised with
margins shrinking. A key challenge for all of us is
to demonstrate how we add value. Increasingly
we’re performing broader asset managementtype functions – interim, ESG filters, etc. – so we
can’t just be one-dimensional.
Webster: TM is more relevant now than ever
and it will be even more relevant going forward.
In an ever-shrinking world of global equities, a
declining number of listed companies, a greater
proportion of money will be allocated towards
alternatives and private markets. While it’s a
challenge for TMs to assist with private and
alternative markets it is only getting bigger –
and right now no one appears to be offering
solutions to assist in lowering cost and risk in
these markets. Clearly, TM is important in these
highest cost markets.
Samsonov: Clients are facing some really
complicated asset pooling challenges, and
becoming more sophisticated in the process.
Ultimately we may see clients forming their
own TM teams. The TM industry will continue
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to stay relevant to clients by adding value
through sophisticated technology, optimised risk
management and lower costs.
Morgan: I see more and more defined
contribution pension mandates because
those plans are growing by leaps and bounds.
Compulsory saving in Australia is a great example
of this growth. Also, I believe asset managers are
going to look to TMs in the ever-on-going cost
reduction process, potentially for on-boarding
new mandates. On-boarding new mandates, with
cash or securities that they don’t want, is labour
intensive. It’s something they don’t do every day
so TMs can provide a real benefit.
Blackbourn: There’s no doubt that technology
is front and centre. As markets become more
complex our ability to deliver reporting solutions,
access to liquidity and risk management
solutions means we will become increasingly
integral. The environment is right for potential
new entrants to the market, which can only help
our clients through greater choice and keeping
the rest of us on our toes.

PROFILE

Basis Global Analytics
Basis Global Analytics (BGA) is an independent, conflict free consultancy that provides
trade analytics services to institutional clients across the globe.
Adopting a standardised methodology to measure, evaluate and report transaction costs,
BGA provides unique insight and context around factors affecting the performance of
transition and investment portfolios.
BGA TCA (Transaction Cost Analysis) vets proposals, evaluates pre-trade strategies,
benchmarks transition managers, ranks trade difficulty and performance against peers and
historical performance. The TCA trade review evaluates each transition with a focus on
unexpected costs and how efficiently controllable costs were managed. The TCA posttrade report provides a breakdown of total costs (explicit and implicit) and evaluates the
performance of the transition manager in mitigating risk and cost.
BGA MPA (Manager Performance Analytics) provides investors with additional data
points for on-going manager due diligence and reviews. The MPA report enables asset
owners and consultants to have more informed discussions with asset managers and
make quantifiable decisions across the manager universe. The MPA report for asset
managers identifies the components of trading costs and their impact on portfolio
returns, benchmarks performance against peers and provides input to optimise their
implementation strategy.
BGA’s proprietary analytics platform and audited database is complimented by its team,
each with over 25 years of real market experience.

Australia Office: Sydney, NSW
AUST: +61 (0) 2 9238 8068
USA Office: Boston, Massachusetts
USA : + 1 (508) 954 3169
Email: info@basisglobalanalytics.com
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BlackRock
BlackRock was one of the world’s first providers of dedicated transition management
services since its inception in 1993. We have built a market leading transition service,
carrying out hundreds of assignments every year, among which are some of the largest
and most complex transitions in global financial markets. Our 50+ transition professionals
are located in London, Budapest, San Francisco, New York, Hong Kong and Tokyo, and
service clients across all time zones. Our team is fully dedicated to the transition service
and leverages the many benefits of the wider BlackRock platform.
As an asset manager and fiduciary, BlackRock’s business model is fully aligned with the
objectives of our clients. BlackRock focuses on providing tailored transition solutions to
meet our clients’ needs and requirements. Our clients directly benefit from the scale and
size of BlackRock’s trading platform, the pricing power it achieves and the experience
of our traders across all asset classes. Every transition is executed on BlackRock’s worldleading portfolio and risk management platform, Aladdin, designed to handle the most
complex transition.

Justine Anderson
Managing Director
12 Throgmorton Avenue, London EC2N 2DL
+44 20 7743 4676
justine.anderson@blackrock.com
Paul Francis
Managing Director
55 East 52nd Street, New York, NY 10055
+1 212 810 3637
paul.francis@blackrock.com
Stuart MacDonald
Director
16/F Champion Tower,
3 Garden Road Central, Hong Kong
+ 852 390 32408
stuart.macdonald@blackrock.com
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CitiTM
Citi Transition Management (CitiTM) delivers innovative portfolio solutions to asset
owners and asset managers. We are a global team with offices in New York, London and
Sydney, and work across almost every asset class.
We benefit from being a part of one of the largest banks in the world with an unparalleled
access to global liquidity. Our project management expertise comes from being a leading
provider in the transition management industry for over 20 years.
The truly unique element of our service is our partnership approach to working with
clients. We take a long-term view to develop client relationships based on trust and work
first to understand, then address challenges in each project.
We believe that regardless of surprises that market conditions may bring, this approach
results in best outcome for our clients.

London (EMEA)
Artour Samsonov
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7986 0611
Email: artour.samsonov@citi.com
New York (Americas)
William Cobbett
Tel: +1 (212) 723 4181
Email: william.g.cobbett@citi.com
Sydney (Australia/Asia-Pacific)
Michael Jackett-Simpson
Tel: +613 8643 9779
Email: michael.jackettsimpson@citi.com
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Goldman Sachs
Goldman Sachs has been a provider of transition management services as a part of its broader pensions
and insurance franchise for over 40 years. The business occupies a key component of the solutions suite
required by our clients as they evolve and manage their asset and liability challenges. The firm established
a dedicated transition management team in London in 2000 and has been an active provider of services
ever since under a ‘broker model.’
Our transition management services are provided through a select group of highly experienced individuals
who, while segregated from our trading floors, are able to directly leverage the expertise of our firm,
across the globe and across all asset classes. Structuring the team in this way, with a single degree of
separation between the client and the market, provides an informed and adaptable platform at all stages in
the process.
Goldman Sachs’ transition team has access to a wide range of sources of liquidity, externally with access
to multi-broker and internally through our trading desks and the support of our sales franchise. This
unrivalled set-up gives us the ability to design and implement strategies that best fit our client’s risk and
cost objectives.
Our team has been at the forefront of product innovation, designing best-in-class risk management
techniques to solve for transition needs or leveraging on Goldman Sachs infrastructure for providing posttrade analytics and increased transparency in executions.
Our experience in the recent past has seen a rise in the number of multiple beneficial owner transitions,
which bring to the table many additional challenges in how one considers the impact to each beneficial
owner in the implementation phase and whether this is the most cost effective route for them, both
individually and in aggregate.
Often the best solution for the collective may not be the best solution for all of the individuals. Striking
a practical balance between the one and the many to achieve the most cost effective transition plan is a
challenge that we expect to face more and more often as the drive to achieve economies of scale leads to
much more collaboration in the way assets are administered.
Head of Portfolio Transition Solutions – Executive Director:
Cyril Vidal
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7051 2163 cyril.vidal@gs.com
Group email: eq-ln-tmg@gs.com
Goldman Sachs International
Peterborough Court,
133 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2BB
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Macquarie
Macquarie portfolio solutions is a global provider of transition and related services based
in London, New York and Sydney. Our global highly experienced transition team leverage
technology to offer clients innovative transition solutions.
Macquarie’s proprietary platform, PILOT, takes portfolio solutions system architecture to a
new level. Internally developed by experienced transition managers, PILOT is an example
of Macquarie’s enterprising approach.
Macquarie sees an efficient transition as one where the transition manager utilises
technology and the experience of the global team to minimise explicit and implicit costs.
We work with our clients as partners, with communication at each stage of the transition.
We do not expect your transition to fit a predefined process but build a transition process
around your needs and priorities.

David.Goodman@macquarie.com
portfoliosolutionsemea@macquarie.com
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3037 2229
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MJ Hudson Allenbridge
MJ Hudson Allenbridge provides fully independent investment consulting and advisory services to
corporate pension schemes, local government pension schemes and charitable organisations. With over
£60bn of assets under advisement, we have a high-calibre advisory team that offers substantial senior
experience across the investment and pension fund industry. Our services include Manager Selection,
Transition Advice, Operational and Investment Due Diligence, Investment Strategy Advice, Asset Allocation
and Independent Advice. We provide the below TM advisory services.
Planning & Advisory
We advise on the likely costs and risks in a transition event and the optimal route and structures required in
changing investment exposures. Our advice extends to the optimal timing of the transition event and how
a phased, triggered or single event change would impact performance costs and risks. Where a transition
manager is required, MJ Hudson Allenbridge can manage the selection exercise utilising our TM scorecard.
Transition Manager Selection
The requirements for each transition differ as do the capabilities or each transition manager. We have
completed a detailed survey of all providers, which allows a qualitative approach to selection. Our event
scorecard looks at a full suite of manager attributes including trading, operations, solutions, capacity and
reporting and contrasts these with the key characteristics of the transition, such as its asset type, fund
type, event type, exposure type, and region, to find the best manager for your specific needs.
Oversight
We can provide full and experienced oversight of all aspects of the transitions process including:
• Event planning, including structure, timing, systems and controls.
• Fund termination / redemptions & appointment / subscriptions impact on risks and costs
• Approach to execution / settlement and managing potential conflicts
• Interpretation of cost and risk estimates / benchmarking of transition performance, provided by TM
• Operations including custody arrangements, securities admin and asset reconciliation
Cost Analysis and Reporting
Our manager transaction cost analysis considers a full range of parameters across the transition process
including:
• Independent pre-transition analysis and advice on the optimal structure and approach
• Post-transition analysis of final costs. Comparison to initial estimate and reporting of any flaws or errors
• Analysis of brokerage costs and broker performance
• Analysis of implicit costs
• Analysis of manager trade timing and its effect on performance

For more information please contact:
Steve Webster
Senior Adviser
+44 20 7079 1000
steve.webster@mjhudson.com
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Northern Trust –
Transition Management
Northern Trust Transition Management combines risk mitigation and robust project
management along with global trading expertise (with trading desks in Chicago, London
and Sydney) to help clients navigate the process of change and implement large and
complex portfolio changes – all with ease and confidence.
With 30 years of offering transition management services to our clients, our approach is
consultative and underpinned by four key fundamentals:
• Customised trading strategies which are built around the client portfolio and leverage
our full capital markets solutions, including agent-only global execution in equity and
fixed income, supported by best of breed technology and intellectual capital
• Skilled, robust and fully auditable project management expertise to support the
transition event
• Expert risk and cost minimization techniques help to mitigate potential exposure,
execution, operational and process risks and associated expenses
• Clear and comprehensive transparent reporting at all stages of the transition including
detailing the estimate of the event cost as well as the actual costs post-event.
Along with leveraging the heritage, strength, technology and innovation of Northern
Trust, we also provide clients with solutions from across our Capital Markets business.
These strategies for success are designed to enhance performance, increase liquidity,
manage exposure and mitigate risk and reduce costs all while providing the governance
and transparency our clients have come to expect while trading in global markets.

Craig Blackbourn
Head of Transition Management, EMEA
Northern Trust
NT_TM_global@ntrs.com
northerntrust.com
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Russell Investments
Established in 1936, Russell Investments provides investment services and asset management to
institutional and individual investors across Europe. Transition management (TM) is a core capability. We
have been developing our comprehensive approach to TM for over 30 years, working closely with some of
the largest and most sophisticated institutional clients in the world.
Cost minimisation
Commissions are often synonymous with cost, however managing ‘opportunity cost’ is the key to
minimising total cost. We therefore work to add value for clients with our application of short-term risk
management techniques to reduce unwanted opportunity costs, while reducing transition related cost. Our
ability to manage market impact has been the driving force behind keeping actual outcomes in line with
expectations.*
We believe that our client-centric fiduciary model has been key to our success. It is focused on delivering
the best performance outcomes for clients within a transparent fee structure. This combined with our
award-winning trading capabilities and experienced, global team of dedicated specialists, helps to ensure
we are a trustworthy TM partner.
Best execution
Demonstrating ‘best execution’ using third party sources is fundamental to providing transparency,
especially in a post-MiFID II world. For equites, Elkins McSherry measure the quality of our trade execution.
We have been included in their Global Equity Universe since 2010 and have consistently ranked in the top
of their universe of brokers.
Sourcing liquidity
The ability to source liquidity from a multitude of dealers and venues results in significant cost savings
for our transition clients. Our ability to transact in corporate bond markets with the use of execution data
compiled by MarketAxess evidences this. We consistently achieve greater positive savings on secondary
market executions measured in TRACE. Over the last five years (to 31 December 2017) figures compiled
from MarketAxess show that, on average, Russell Investments has exceeded the average execution quality
on TRACE 82% of the time (compared to only 58% of the time by the top 20 asset managers in their
universe).
Award winning global excellence
Russell Investments has consistently been recognised globally for excellence in transition management,
including being named Transition Management Firm of the Year three times by European Pensions in 2013,
2016 and 2018.
* Source: Russell Investments, over 73% of all 2-sided transition events over the last five years (to 31 December 2017) were within 1 standard
deviation. Past performance should not be taken as a guide to future performance.

Chris Adolph
Head of Transition Management, EMEA
Russell Investments Implementation Services Ltd
Tel +44 (0) 20 7024 6335
Mobile +44 (0) 78 7250 6722
Email CAdolph@russellinvestments.com
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State Street
Transition Management
State Street Portfolio Solutions supports investors in restructuring portfolios and managing
risk. We offer execution, transition management and exposure management solutions to asset
owners and investment managers globally.
We collaborate with our clients to understand their specific investment objectives and
develop customized solutions. These solutions include portfolio rebalances, liquidations, plan
restructurings, overlay and interim management, and portfolio optimizations.
At State Street, we believe that value is created and preserved through access. Our fully
independent, end-to-end agency transition service gives our customers access to perspective
and expertise, technology, liquidity and transparency.
We deliver perspective and expertise through a deeply tenured transition team which has
successfully completed transitions for more than two decades. We also have a dedicated
Defined Contribution and Complex Deal Team focused on solutions for an increasing set of
nuanced challenges in today’s marketplace.
Our dedicated strategy team analyzes risk; develops optimal trading, hedging and exposure
management solutions; and delivers information that supports better decision-making.
Our clients have access to liquidity across global agency trading desks, each with multiasset capabilities and local expertise. These capabilities span equities, fixed income, foreign
exchange and exchange-traded derivatives.
Information is key to understanding and managing risk. That’s why we provide full transparency
through a range of reporting available before, during and after each event.
We deploy a suite of proprietary and market-leading third-party technologies which
collectively create an environment that fosters risk management and access to liquidity.
Most important, we recognize the value of long-term, trust-based partnerships; these are the
foundation of our Portfolio Solutions offering.

Dan Morgan
Tel: +1 (617) 664 8879
Email: dmorgan@statestreet.com
James Woodward
Tel: +61 2 8249 1248
Email: jrwoodward@statestreet.com
Steve Fenty
Tel: +1 (617) 664 1546
Email: srfenty@statestreet.com

Nick Bonn, Global Head
of Portfolio Solutions
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BlackRock
Transition Management
BlackRock, providing dedicated transition
management services since 1993.
50+ transition professionals located in London,
Budapest, San Francisco, New York, Hong Kong
and Tokyo. (as at 01.09.2018)
As an asset manager and fiduciary, BlackRock’s
business model is fully aligned with the
objectives of our clients.
BlackRock. Trusted to manage more money
than any other investment firm.
(Source: Based on $6.3 trillion in AUM as of
30.06.2018)
For Professional Clients /
Qualified Investors only.
Capital at risk.

Issued by BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 12 Throgmorton Avenue,
London, EC2N 2DL. Tel: 020 7743 3000. Registered in England No. 2020394. Issued in
the Netherlands by the Amsterdam branch office of BlackRock Investment Management
(UK) Limited: Amstelplein 1, 1096 HA Amsterdam, Tel: 020 - 549 5200. For qualified
investors in Switzerland: this document shall be exclusively made available to, and
directed at, qualified investors as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes
Act of 23 June 2006, as amended. This document is for information purposes only and
does not constitute an offer or invitation to anyone to invest in any BlackRock funds
and has not been prepared in connection with any such offer.
© 2018 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved.
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